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Jeff Tuck finally gets some prominence (usually hidden behind guitars and vocalists)
From the Last Hurrah for Skiffle on January 28th, courtesy of Paul Harris

Neil reads some books
Keith and what he did with Willie
Mr Angry chats with Freddy Cannon
We “borrow” more stuff from Nick Cobban
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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Greetings From
Snobbo Manor

I have not contributed to this publication for some years, but last night Henry and I went to see
some Grand Opera, or so we thought. It turned out to be some dreadful American music
apparently performed at something called the 'Grand Ole Opry' in Nashville, Tennessee.
This woman sang a totally inappropriate song entitled 'Blanket On The Ground', one line of which
went: 'Just because we are married doesn't mean we can't sleep around'! I ask you, this may be
normal behaviour for hillbillies who marry their 13-year old cousins, but it is totally unacceptable
here. A gentleman in the next row leaned over and tried to make out the words 'slip around', but of
course that is absolute nonsense. Unless they were laying the blanket on icy ground why should
they be slipping around?
Then some awful man in a cowboy hat sang about his girlfriend coming out of a honkytonk. Why
on Earth a woman would climb into an old upright pianoforte I have no idea; presumably this is
where poor hillbillies live when their ramshackle huts fall down. Thank goodness Henry and I live
in a solidly built Stately Home, Snobbo Manor.
There were also songs about borrowing other people's wives, women who worked in brothels and
people drinking themselves to death in bars. We left after about twenty minutes, but as we were
about to depart the foyer to climb into the Rolls which James had just brought round, a woman in
a ridiculous cowgirl outfit came up to us and in her awful hillbilly drawl tried to sell us some
revolting American soft drinks in what she called a Dixie Cup and a disgusting looking refreshment
she called a 'hot dawg'.
Of course we refused this awful merchandise as we had champagne and smoked salmon
sandwiches in the Rolls. We later discarded the complimentary objects given us and pictured
below. We were so glad to return to Snobbo Manor and relax while listening to our recording of
Verdi's 'La Traviata' performed in Rome and then enjoying some of the grouse Henry bagged on
the Glorious Twelfth up in Scotland.
Lady Lobelia and Lord Henry Snobbo.

via Tony Papard
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As George Orwell attempts
to consign our magazine
to Room 101, certain parts
are too big and he realises
he will have to:
“ FOLD THE THIRD PAGE! ”
Greetings Gang.
Welcome to our first issue of 2018, the month of January
almost out already. At the time of typing we are just a day
from our "Last Hurrah For Skiffle" at the Spice Of Life, Soho,
which gives you a clear indication of when I finally get round
to writing my column as the deadline looms over me, getting
ever closer. The Skiffle show sold out well in advance;
excellent, a round of applause from me for your interest and
loyalty. Skiffle is a musical
curiosity that was born
during the intermission of
traditional jazz performers
like Ken Colyer, Chris Barber and their contemporaries back in
first half of the fifties at London’s now legendary 100 Club,
quickly spread to the 2is Coffee Bar and countless other similar
establishments, firstly in London then nationwide. Within a
couple of years this unique take on American blues and folk
music had burnt itself out, although it never truly went away,
hence TFTW able to sell out an intimate venue, close to where
Skiffle was born over sixty years ago.


© Paul Harris























John Spencely, lead guitarist and musical director of the Tales From
The Woods band has, for very personal reasons, decided to leave.
John was not only a driving force and a hugely knowledgeable
influence within the band, with a true instinct and feel for roots
Rock’n’Roll, rockabilly, rhythm and blues, not forgetting too he has,
over the years, been an enthusiastic supporter to all things Tales
From The Woods both commercial and social, a truly difficult act to
follow. However both the TFTW band members and I agree that there is
absolutely no reason to rush into a replacement, simply sit back and
reflect, mug of tea in hand, bounce ideas via email, telephone and
social gatherings and just wait for the right choice to come into focus.

I’d like to take the opportunity within the pages of this magazine to
thank John on behalf of us all here at Tales From The Woods for all the incredible work he has
done over the years, the elevated and highly respected band whose arrival at each and every
show fully rehearsed, is due in half to the standards of quality musicianship and half to John’s
musical director abilities.
A personal thank you from me, John.
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Check out all the latest moves on our YouTube channel, what’s in the top ten, which views have
gone up, which have gone down, brought to you by Denis, our live events sound recorder and
YouTube manager.

TFTW

TOP 10

1st December 2017 ~ 27th January 2018
Position
1. (1)
Dave Berry - The Crying Game
2. (6)
Billie Davis - Tell Him
3. (2)
P.P. Arnold - The First Cut Is The Deepest
4. (10) Mike Berry - Tribute To Buddy Holly
5. (9)
The Allisons - Are You Sure?
6. (-)
Charlie Gracie - Fabulous
7. (-)
The Velvet Candles - Little Darlin'
8. (-)
Cliff Bennett - Turn On Your Lovelight
9. (7)
Dave Berry - I Knew The Bride (When She Used To Rock & Roll)
10. (8) Stephen Ackles - You Win Again
(Previous chart position shown in brackets)

Plays
2358
812
751
690
605
423
395
277
248
201

See all available videos by going to our website at www.TFTW.org.uk and clicking the YouTube link

Whilst you’re surfing our website, don't forget to check out our Facebook pages. Above the
YouTube channel link you will see our Tales From The Woods Facebook link, with lots of
interesting stuff awaiting your perusal. Soon you will discover as you casually scroll down that we
are on Twitter too, and at the bottom of the page you will find my own personal Facebook page.
Now there's a thought; got something to say gang that you may not want to share with all the guys
and gals on the Tales From The Woods Facebook page? This is the place to post it; come on, it
can’t all be complimentary surely? Ha Ha.
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Folks have been asking regarding my cinema masterpieces,
architecturally speaking; is it gone for good or are you researching
future articles? Well, I may have mentioned in a prior issue, I’d
simply let the series run its course before pulling the plug.
However, I did plan just one more episode, that being the beautiful
Kilburn State Empire, a London landmark, if ever there was one.
Now a church and thankfully preserved, close to the hearts of many
a senior Woodie for the wonderful Chuck Berry and Carl Perkins
debut tour of 1964, Chuck being very much in favour at that time,
being name checked and his back catalogue being plundered by
every young outfit that burst out on the scene in the wake of the
Rolling Stones. Carl though was a different kettle of fish. The
Beatles had sung his praises and recorded several of his songs,
George Harrison in particular a lifelong fan. The Pretty Things
always included Carl’s ‘Gone, Gone, Gone’ in their stage act, but
outside of the hard core young rockin’ fans he was an unknown.
The venue sold out, leaving a lot of disappointed fans, but later Carl grabbed an acoustic guitar,
entertaining those who had travelled from afar, outside its famous stage door.
Kilburn State Empire has a loyal fan base, its own Facebook page, so I posted them a message
explaining that I would like to share their memories of shows they may have seen there over the
years for an article I was preparing for this magazine. Within twenty minutes of posting it had been
taken down, no acknowledgment, no reason offered. At first I was, to say the least, more than a
little annoyed. However after scrolling down reading some of the messages left, believe me gang,
we were done a big favour, sadly they sure have more than their fair share of nutters.
I have one other cinema treasure; I have a plan for it to appear in issue 102 of TFTW magazine.
No! it has none of the heritage of the Kilburn State, or the glamour of many of those glorious
picture houses we included in our series, but it does have something that any of those
establishments could never have, a photograph of a short trouser Woodie outside this suburban
movie theatre. Its name? Well that's a secret till next issue, its location, that's a secret too. The
first eagle eyed reader to recognize this mysterious adolescent wins two tickets to the next TFTW
show of their choice. I'm looking forward to this, it will be fun.

























Sunday 21st January and just a few hours short of a week has passed since we
promoted at the Spice Of Life, a departure from the norm for Tales From The
Woods; a young trio that you will read a review of on page 43. You may possibly
have seen them advertised on our website, Facebook and within the pages of the
last issue, The Gallerys being the outfit in question. All three hail from the town of
Maidstone, Kent, and they did a fine job; basically all that was advertised on the
tin, although where were their young fans and followers? A small entourage,
obviously from their home town, attended and
showed their appreciation, however young folks
they were not, being double their age and more. A
few of the curious came to check them out, a
pleasantly surprising collective of Woodies turned
out, but the lack of those young faces certainly
proved disappointing.
A big thank you to the lovely Catia of London
acoustic sessions for providing us with a fine
support act at the 11th hour, a young singer,
songwriter Julian LeBen from Hamburg, Germany,
who describes his influences as ranging from Bob Dylan to Ed
Sheeran. He certainly is a fine singer and songwriter with a very
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Julian LeBen
(not Justin Bieber)

good voice and engaging stage personality. I'm sure he possesses both the talent and ability for a
long and fruitful career in the music industry.

























As many of you may already know we, both within
and outside of Tales From The Woods have lost a
very dear friend; Cliff White sadly passed away a
couple of days ago in hospital. I spoke to Cliff a
couple of weeks ago on the phone and, despite
being flu bound, he sounded on good form, his ever
present quick wit as always to the fore. Cliff, who
sadly lost his wife Linda at Christmas 2015, had
been getting out and about again, attending our
shows at the Borderline and just last October Cliff
was with us at the 100 Club for our Doo-Wop show
and wrote a review in the last issue of our
magazine.

Cliff White
© Denis Hoare

Abiding memories for many of us will be those wild
parties he threw every few weeks at his home in Ilford, back in the 1990s, attended by what
seems like a who's who amongst the fan base of roots rocking rhythm and blues and soul. Cliff
was one of the world’s finest experts in black American rhythm and blues, which he championed
throughout his long career in the music industry.
We felt so privileged to be able to interview Cliff for TFTW magazine a couple of years ago, and it
remains in my opinion one of the finest.
Cliff was just 72, a wonderful person, his wit and natural charm will be forever remembered by all
who knew him like many of us for many years.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to singer/actor Johnny Hallyday who
died on 6th December 2017.
Some five years ago, spring had come early to the French capital, barely into March, warming
sunshine that had suddenly chased away those dark and depressing winter days. I was with a
small party aimlessly wandering the streets of Paris, which included at least a couple of Woodies;
paymaster general at our live events Dave Rich, and art house film director Fouad Mikrat, whom a
couple of decades prior had been a resident of Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, otherwise known
as Tales From The Woods HQ, whilst a student here in Blighty. I believe it was Fouad who
suggested we call in to a long established Parisian eaterie of near legendary status which, despite
the earliness of the day, was already wildly buzzing with inhabitants of
the artisan social circle including the expected coterie of misfits,
eccentrics and borderline insane. (Keith fitted right in - H). It was after a
pleasant lunch that Fouad introduced me to the son of the man
generally regarded in the world of musos as the French Elvis, Johnny
Hallyday, David, he himself a singer, songwriter and enthusiastic
amateur sports car racer. Fouad had met both he and his father several
years before when assisting on the making of Hallyday senior’s finest
cinematic moment "Man On A Train" which co-starred Jean Rochefort,
and head of one of America’s finest acting dynasties, Donald
Sutherland. A most pleasurable but all too brief chat ensued, David
appearing to be more interested in what Tales From The Woods was
all about, rather than his own career or indeed his father’s huge fame.
In Roots music particularly it's as common as pancakes on Shrove
Tuesday to be a regional star, whilst nationwide at best a cult figure to
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just the initiated. However to be a huge mainstream star in your native country, but to remain
virtually unknown outside its borders is indeed a rarity. Sir
Cliff Richard, a star in the UK for sixty years, has a
considerable following in Europe, but other than the
occasional hit record in the United States means little to
most. Likewise there are many US artists who have failed
to make an impression here, and equally there are
American performers who found fame in the UK but
struggled at home. However I believe Johnny Hallyday
was unique, others may argue, to have such colossal
fame in your own land, but across just twenty two miles of
water that separate the UK from France, his name means
absolutely nothing. Possibly even more astounding
outside the French speaking areas of Belgium and
Switzerland would produce the same result, although in fairness he did perform a sell-out show at
the Royal Albert Hall, London, in 2012, to an audience pretty much made up of French folk living
and working here in the UK, and no doubt more than a few musos and the curious too.
Latterly Hallyday had been enjoying a late career revival like those experienced by the likes of
Leonard Cohen, Johnny Cash and many others in the twilight of their lives, becoming a hip name
again to a much younger audience. Reviews of the London show were indeed complimentary in
virtually all UK broadsheets but, as usual though, they got it all wrong by suggesting that this was
his first ever UK appearance, when in fact he visited us briefly to headline Independent
Television’s famous "Sunday Night At The London Palladium" variety show, back at the birth of
the sixties. Many British musicians worked with Hallyday including more than a few that have
appeared on Tales From The Woods shows over the years such as the late Big Jim Sullivan and
Tex Makins, Mac Poole, to name just three, all like the French star, now passed on.
Born Jean-Philippe Smet, 15th June 1943, in the cité Malesherbes estate, Paris, son of an
itinerant Belgian who split the family home within months of the birth. His mother Huguette Clerc,
struggled to make ends meet, forced to hand over responsibility for his upbringing to an aunt,
Hélène Mar. Her two daughters Menan and Desta were dancers, performing on stages of variety
theatres across the length and breadth of France, occasionally outside its borders too. Once
barely out of nappies, he was on tour with the family, and his aunt was not slow in spotting his
potential, paying for dance, singing and guitar lessons. Soon the boy was filling in between Menan
and Desta’s act; the latter’s husband who oversaw the travelling troupe was an American who
carried the stage name of Lee Halliday, taught the
young boy popular songs of the day from his native
land, including "The Ballad Of Davy Crockett", Frankie
Laine’s big hit "Rawhide" and the man who would prove
to be such an influence, Johnny Ray, with songs like
"Cry" that swept across the Atlantic during the first half
of the fifties, although it would be the year 1957 that he
would suddenly find his life changed forever after joining
a queue to see Elvis
Presley in the film "Loving
You". Within weeks he was
performing at the Golf Drouot, a first generation Parisian Rock’n’Roll
venue, comparable to that of London’s 2is Coffee Bar in Soho.
At 16 he was signed to Vogue Records and his first release came
the following year in March 1960. Later the same year a four track
EP appeared "Souvenirs Souvenirs" which he performed on
television and became his breakthrough; the EP could be seen in
record shop windows here in the UK, proving to be the first of several
attempts at a British breakthrough.
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Within a year, Johnny Hallyday was headlining at the world famous Olympia Music Hall in Paris,
his screaming hysterical fans causing mayhem. Another year or so and he was playing a concert
at Place De La Nation, drawing an adoring crowd of over 150.000. What by now was being
labelled with derision by the French establishment as the "ye-ye" generation was well and truly
born and simply refused to go away, despite the rantings of President General De Gaulle that fans
of Hallyday and Rock’n’Roll generally should be drafted into road gangs as they obviously had far
too much energy to spare.
Hallyday was often quoted as saying "his misfortune at being born in France was a career
tragedy" whose musical history of "chanson" sentimental of love, found and lost, the French
language too unwieldy, words too long for Rock’n’Roll.
He lived and admired the image, particularly American Rock’n’Roll, the love of those first
generation legends never left him, the deep south, Route 66, rebel without a cause it was all in his
make-up. He certainly lived the life; several marriages, alcohol, a fondness for cocaine, orgies,
fights, run ins with tax authorities, crashing his Lamborghini at 125 mph and amazingly walking
away unscathed, however it was colon cancer that tamed him, eventually to take his life.
If anyone should doubt the love and respect of
the French people held for their French Elvis,
footage of his funeral would soon dispense with
any such thoughts. His funeral brought Paris to
a standstill, as hundreds of thousands from all
walks of life, young and old, lined the streets to
bid him farewell, exceeding even that of that
other French star, singer of the tragedian and
chanson, Edith Piaf, a fitting ending for this
often unfairly derided artist whose career had
spanned almost sixty years and who had been
upon a stage from the time of the ability to walk.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to folk singer/songwriter,
guitarist/banjoist and fiddler, Tom Paley, who died on 30th September 2017.
Tom Paley’s passing was not just the loss of a true legend of folk music, but also the last living link
that stretched back to the pre and immediate post war years of early American folk music,
performing alongside and friends of giants of the field such as Leadbelly, Woodie Guthrie, and
Pete Seeger to name but just three. Tales From The Woods felt deeply honoured to be granted
an interview with Tom, which took place a short while after Tom, his talented son Ben, (in his own
right a hugely respected figure on the folk scene), along with
the evergreen City Ramblers Revival performed for an
enthusiastic and respectful small audience at Guys and St
Thomas Social Club. Sadly the same amount of respect was
not afforded these icons of the folk scene by the mostly young
revellers that occupied adjacent bars of this intimate basement;
no walls could drown out their hysterical alcohol fuelled
laughter, screeching and door slamming, all requests to quieten
their riotous behaviour out of respect for this elderly musician
met with ridicule, if anything it proved to exacerbate the
situation. A long time Woodie and attendee of many a Tales
From The Woods event, could not help but offer the view "if
these are the doctors and nurses of the future, god help us!"
Tom Paley
© Barry Dixon

However the young revellers were not alone in the need to
humiliate TFTW, the other being the very organization one would
expect to offer their support and maybe a little "shout out" to the
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folk fraternity. Whilst this event was in the planning stage I contacted the magazine generally
regarded as the mouthpiece of the folk movement, an email announcing the event was dispatched
to this long established magazine, and further emails failed to gain the courtesy of a reply.
Eventually taking to the telephone to announce ourselves, the editor eventually obliged us
communication "Who might be Tales From The Woods?" he inquired in a tone so pompous, I
could be forgiven for thinking I had mistakenly contacted the office of Jacob Rees Mogg (for those
who live outside the UK, he is a prominent member of the present Conservative administration
who flatly refuses to move out of the nineteenth century).
Despite everything that was thrown at us, the obstacles placed in our path, we were flattered to
have this icon perform and be interviewed by us, which appeared in Issue 87 of this magazine. I'm
sure you will agree that no one deserves to tell of his amazing life than the man himself, so settle
back, relax with a glass of your favourite tipple at your side and let the man’s incredible life unfold.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to
singer/guitarist Buddy Britten who was also a hugely
accomplished and successful author under his given name of
Geoffrey Glover Wright who died 10th October 2017 aged 77
The early stages of TFTW 2is Reunion British Rock’n’Roll
Heritage Shows would find us eagerly searching out names
that were, in the first decade of this present century, still
comparatively plentiful. Sadly now we have lost many, but
Buddy Britten was indeed a much sought after and requested
name for these shows. A spectacular debut on our very first
show at the 100 Club proved we were dealing with a
performer seasoned in sheer professionalism, versatility and
creativity. Buddy agreed to return to headline our second
Buddy Britten
show the following year, bringing with him a number of friends
© Tony Annis
and family from his home in Jersey where he had been
resident for a number of years, one of whom was the well-known and respected author Jack
Higgins.
Several years passed, our heritage shows, I'm not shy to say, had grown into being an institution,
and in 2014 Buddy came back to perform for us at the Borderline, which was our home at the
time, looking good, fit and healthy, Buddy’s voice unaffected by time, his guitar playing provided
perfect rhythm accompaniment. He was indeed on top form, as you good folk can see for
yourselves as we have segments of Buddy's final performance for us, recorded for posterity on the
TFTW YouTube channel. Although rumours of health problems circulated spasmodically during the
course of last year, it came as a shock to all of us when we learnt of his death, during the final
months of the year.
Buddy Britten, born Geoffrey Glover-Wright in Bombay, India 1940, his father a military serving
officer. The family moved back to the United Kingdom in 1947 just prior to India’s independence,
and come the mid-fifties, like thousands aplenty, he became smitten with skiffle, in particular
Lonnie Donegan. In no time at all Buddy had put together, with school friends, a skiffle group.
Rock’n’Roll was soon to break out, the boy obsessed with sounds coming out of the USA, Bill
Haley and His Comets, Elvis Presley, but the life changing moment came when he saw Buddy
Holly and his Crickets during their landmark British tour of 1958, overnight adopting the Holly style
glasses, perfecting his guitar playing very much to that of his hero.
Based in the midlands, Reg Calvert ran what can only be described as a school for potential
Rock’n’Roll stars. Buddy became a conscientious pupil, and whilst taking time out from being
groomed for stardom he played lead guitar in a group led by British born and American raised
Vince Taylor. Back on native soil in expectation of a career breakthrough. around the turn of the
sixties Buddy formed the first incarnation of his backing group The Regents. A year or so flashed
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by before their first release on Piccadilly label, "My Pride My Joy".
Sales may have been disappointing but the B side would guarantee
credibility many decades in the future for admirers of early British
Rock’n’Roll "Long Gone Daddy". The follow up single "Don't Spread
It Around" released on the long established and far bigger Decca
label failed to put their name in the charts.
A cover of Barrett Strong’s "Money", an early Tamla Motown smash,
failed chart wise, losing out to yet another British cover version by
Bern Elliott and The Fenmen.
In 1965 erstwhile roots Americana musician Doug Sahm cashed in
on the British Invasion that had been led by The Beatles releasing
their English sounding "She's About A Mover" under the guise of Sir
Douglas Quintet. Buddy and The Regents realized its potential, releasing it as a single; however
the American original was all conquering, although another British cover by James Royal and The
Hawks scraped into the top thirty. Those readers with very long memories may remember them
being on the bill at Central Hall, Chatham and indeed the entire Jerry Lee Lewis tour of the early
seventies.
A number of musicians passed through The Regents that would find fame elsewhere, drummer
Keith Moon before stardom beckoned with The Who being the most obvious. Another who
occupied the drum stool, Carlo Little, would spend many a year on the road as part of Screaming
Lord Sutch’s Savages, and the bass player Nick Simper would find himself a
healthy bank account with Deep Purple.
Throughout the latter half of the sixties Buddy and The Regents found regular
work performing at USA military bases around Europe, before relocating to
Jersey in the Channel Islands where he would become a regular and much
admired performer in the Island's hotels and nightclubs which, combined with
his authorship of successful thriller novels of political intrigue and espionage,
under his given name of Geoffrey Glover Wright, eventually to leave a legacy
of nine books, the last of which launched upon the nation’s bookshelves
earlier last year. His debut novel "The Torch" won much praise within the
literary establishment, including accolades from his friend the aforementioned
Jack Higgins.

This is the best biography of Elvis that I have ever read. Let me recommend it to all Elvis fans and
fans of Rock’n’Roll, too, even though only a quarter of the book is devoted to the rocking Elvis.
Connolly graphically describes his descent into the hell of prescription drugs taken in vast
quantities (14, all present in lethal quantities, as the autopsy revealed).
As well as this was the hell of having a man like Tom Parker as a manager. His ruthless
plundering of Elvis's earnings is notorious but perhaps not so well-known is the fact that he was
permanently in debt to the casino at the International Hotel, Las Vegas. As the Manager said: “He
was good for a million dollars a year!”
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Elvis picked up the tab for this and Parker drove him unmercifully on
endless tours to finance his obsession. He was a musical ignoramus
but continually interfered in Elvis's choice of songs and made sure
that the dreadful movies he forced Elvis to make were financially
successful even if they were artistically worthless.
Added to that was Elvis's megalomaniac spending and his incredible
generosity to others which terrified his father who had the impossible
task of looking after his son's finances.
Elvis was not what he seemed. Instead of being the tireless stud (of
legend) he in fact seems to have often preferred heavy petting to full
sex. However, he selfishly and hypocritically demanded total fidelity
from his lovers while expecting them to put up with his infidelities.
There are many other insights in the book into the character of the
most enigmatic popular singer of all time, who brought happiness to
millions but had little himself. Connolly chronicles all the low points in
detail and also the few highs in a sad and lonely life.

A small, beautifully printed and produced book with many
illustrations. Lots of contemporary reviews and interesting facts.
Interspersed with the main text are articles with titles like “Life on
the road – Britain” and “1950s Dream Cars”.
The first thing that occurred to me on reading the book was how
many different marques we British had. We have very few now.
Even Rolls Royce isn't really British.
My brother had a Ford Consul, which had plenty of space inside
but not enough power. This was remedied by the Zephyr and the
Zodiac.
The Americans were fascinated by our little sports cars in the ‘50s and snaffled most of them.
(Come to think of it, they snaffled most of our women, too!)
There are masses of info on each car, none of which
means anything to me, as where cars are concerned, I am
a technophobe. I can't drive, either. I live right in the
middle of a complicated series of roads, roundabouts,
junctions, one-way systems, two-way systems and green
filter arrows which have nearly wiped me out, so I am
really glad not to be a driver.
I am content to look at the photo of the Riley (page 6), the
Jaguar MK IX (page 57), the Bentley R-type Continental
(page 97) and the Rolls Royce Silver Wraith (page 98).
We shall not see their like again.
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First to wish you all a very Happy and Healthy 2018 and
here’s hoping that you all had great Christmas and New
Year celebrations; now we’re done with all the eating and
celebrating and back to the grind. Over the Christmas period
I spent a lot of time just listening to music and reflecting on
the past few articles. It strikes me that most if not all of my
writings have concerned early artists and I thought it would
be nice for a little change (for all of us) to study and write
about a more modern artist. The artist I cover in this Musical
Missive is not one that some would consider as a big
contributor to the British Jazz scene and whose style of
playing may not be attractive to some, but here goes.
Let’s imagine a suburban south Londoner with the ruddy
cheeks and portly stature of a butcher’s boy, “A Pint of
Bitter” on the floor just close enough for the saxophonist to reach. This was often seen in many a
London club back in the mid-1950s to mid-1960s; this could also be today except that Tubby
Hayes has been dead and gone for 45 years. Tubby played with some of the Jazz greats, he has
played for royalty and if you have watched the film “The Italian Job” then he has played for you
too.
This month (January 2018) marks the 83rd birthday anniversary of Edward “Tubby” Hayes who
was born on 30th January 1935 in St Pancras, London. Edward, better known as Tubby because
of his stature, whose father was a BBC studio violinist was brought up in London, and attended
Rutlish School in Merton Park South London. Tubby’s father gave him violin lessons from an early
age and by the age of ten Tubby was playing piano; a year later and Tubby had also started
playing tenor sax. Tubby once stated that “I always used to listen to swing music in the early
'Forties and, in fact, I was just a kid at the time. I did not really intend becoming a tenor player,
though I always liked tenor.” He also stated that Dizzy Gillespie was a bigger influence than
Charlie Parker as Gillespie seemed more available, easy-going, informal and friendlier than
Parker. Tubby also states that Stan Getz, Sonny Rollins, John Coltrain, Hank Mobley and Zoot
Sims were influences on his playing style and his likes.
After a period spent playing in semi-professional bands
around London, at the age of 15 Tubby left school and
started to play professionally. When Ronnie Scott was
playing at a Jazz club in Rose Hill, Sutton he was asked if
he minded if a local player sat in; Scott said “This little boy
came up, not much bigger than his tenor sax. Rather
patronisingly I suggested a number and off he went. He
scared me to death."

The Jazz Couriers

At the age of sixteen Tubby was playing for big band leaders
such as Ambrose, Jack Payne, Tito Burns, Terry Brown, Roy
Fox and Vic Lewis as well as joining Kenny Baker’s sextet and
at the age of twenty (1955) Tubby had his own Octet which
toured the UK for 18 months. In 1957 Tubby tried playing
vibraphone at a gig with Victor Fieldman and then started to
practice playing them more; he made his first solo recording
playing the vibraphone in 1966 but unfortunately soon tired of
the instrument and gave it up on a professional level, only
playing the instrument for private enjoyment. Tubby joined with
Ronnie Scott in co-leading “The Jazz Couriers” (1957 to 1959),
he took up the flute in 1958 with his recording debut on this
instrument a year later, the flute featured in Tubby’s list of
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instruments throughout the remainder of his life. Soon after this recording Tubby formed his
quartet and toured Germany with Kurt Edelhagen. In 1961 he was invited to play at the Half Note
club in New York City, in exchange (following the intervention of the Musician’s Union) Zoot Sims
played at Ronnie Scott’s. During his time in New York Tubby made a number of recordings only
some of which were released on the album Tubbs in N. Y., returning a year later again to play at
the Half Note Club and to record a second album, this time titled Return Visit. In 1964 Tubby
played again at the Half Note club and at The Boston Jazz Workshop then in 1965 he played at
the famous Manne’s-Hole Jazz club in Los Angeles. By the way, Tubby was the first British soloist
to play in an American Jazz club, which alone say’s a lot about the man.
Back in the UK, Tubby formed his own Big Band that
worked in film, radio and television, Tubby had his own
T.V. show from 1961 to 1962 and then again in 1963.
Tubby was a prolific session musician recording with
the bands of Ted Heath, Harry South, Ian Hamer and
many others. In 1967 he also played with the rock
band Family on their debut album. Tubby was so
versatile that he could and often played music from
various genres. Tubby also had parts in various films,
including A King In New York (1957), All Night Long
(1961), The Beauty Jungle (1964), Dr Terror’s House
Of Horrors (1965); he also played a various Jazz
festivals including Reading, Windsor, Antibes, Lugano,
Vienna and Berlin. By the late fifties to mid-sixties regular gigs for British Jazz musicians were
hard to come by and by this time Tubby was hardly playing in the regular London clubs at which
he had become a regular headliner. Life became a little harder, which unfortunately led to a
combination of relationship, drugs and alcohol issues, which by 1968 began to affect his career.
He was arrested in 1968 for possession of heroin and received a suspended sentence. By the end
of the following year Tubby began to have breathing problems while playing. In 1970 Tubby spent
15 weeks in hospital due to a severe internal organ infection. In July of 1971 Tubby underwent
open heart surgery, this surgery was a success and Tubby returned to performing in December
1971 and toured Norway, Sweden and Finland in 1972.
At the age of 38 in 1973 Tubby underwent a second
heart operation but unfortunately Tubby died during the
operation. Tubby left a legacy of recordings, most of
which are now highly collectable in the original vinyl
format. Most of Tubby’s recordings have been rereleased in CD format and some can be downloaded via
various internet sites. There is speculation that some of
Tubby’s early recordings are still hidden away in
archives in their original recording formats. In 2015, a
full-length biography, The Long Shadow of The Little
Giant: The Life, Work and Legacy of Tubby Hayes by
Simon Spillett was published by Equinox Publishing.
The book received praise in both the specialist and nonspecialist press, and was nominated among the top
This drawing of Tubby Hayes is by Jazz
books of 2015 by The Guardian. A DVD documentary,
artist Alastair Graham. Mr Graham was a
long standing friend of Tubby Hayes, they
Tubby Hayes: a Man in a Hurry, directed by Lee
used to occasionally meet in a pub opposite
Cogswell and produced by Mark Baxter, with narration
the West End Harrods store, Mr Graham
by actor Martin Freeman, was released in 2015. It
once said that “Tubby was always charming
and enthusiastic”
contains archive footage and interviews with fellow
musicians, friends, family and fans of Hayes. Tubby Hayes conquered the British Jazz scene,
made a big dent in the American Jazz scene and an even bigger dent in the European Jazz
scene.
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Most of all Tubby is an inspiration, living life to the full, starting in the middle of the day and
burning the candle at both ends, leaving a big mark on the British Jazz scene and inspiring some
of today’s great musicians.
~~~ Musical video links ~~~
The Tubby Hayes Quartet. Great flute workout from Tubby! Live in London, 1967 with Mick Pyne
(piano), Ron Mathewson (bass) & Tony Levin (drums).
~~
The Jazz Couriers (Tubby Hayes & Ronnie Scott) - After Tea
Recorded 1958 in London although released on an American record label.
~~
The Jazz Couriers (Tubby Hayes and Ronnie Scott) - My Funny Valentine
Recorded 1958 in London although released on an American record label.
~~
Tubby Hayes Quintet - Hall Hears The Blues - Allan Ganley, Freddy Logan, Gordon Beck, Harry
South, Jimmy Deuchar, Pete Elderfield,Tubby Hayes

John Peter Bonvillain, a celebrated local musician and longtime Gretna resident passed away at
his home on November 11, 2017. He was the youngest child born to Theodore and Bernadette
Detiveaux Bonvillain on November 26, 1931, along with 12 brothers and sisters.
John learned to play the steel guitar as a child and continued to play for
almost 75 years. His first job was with Irvin Tuttle and he played on WWL
radio with Bill Cason from 1948 to 1955. He may have played on Bill Cason's
session for Imperial (1950) and Coral (1951 and 1954). John Bonvillain,
whose radio program was broadcast from Big Easy WWL radio, was also a
member of Vin Bruce’s first band even if he never recorded in the studio with
him. He was featured on Werly Fairburn's sides cut for Capitol in 1954 and
recorded with many bands in the Blue Room of the Roosevelt (Fairmont)
Hotel. The only other great steel guitarist working then in New Orleans was
Harold Cavallero who passed away in January 28, 2007.
He wrote and played on the local Dr. Tichenor’s antiseptic mouthwash
commercials (sometime sung by Cajun Pete who was Irving "Pinky" Vidacovich) and, through his
musical journey, he performed on stage with Elvis Presley, Marty Robbins, Hank Williams, Tex
Williams, Sam Butera, Joe Jones, Barbara Lynn, Johnny Horton, Jeannie Pruitt, Little Jimmy
Dickens, Russ Wayne (aka Joe Clay), Leroy Martin, Russ Russell and Billy Fayard to name a few.
He played just about every club on the West bank and laid down some songs with Pinky
Vidacovich for Joe Clay that were issued on Samter.
He also wrote and recorded campaign songs for politics and campaigned for Gov. Earl K. Long. In
1963, John opened Bonvillain’s Music on Lafayette Street in Gretna, where he worked and taught
music until he retired and his son took over the business. Although not working anymore, he was
still often at the store helping out and visiting with friends and customers.
Another important witness of the New Orleans' musical scene has gone, never being interviewed.
I tried to reach him unsuccessfully in October 2016.
Dominique Anglares
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Actress Lana Jackson emailed friends before her death, said she was “truly at the end of this whole
deal” and planned to “tidy my affairs and chuck it”, so said the defense detailing how they planned to defend Phil
Spector against murder charges. Two months before the shooting Clarkson wrote to one friend “I feel really bad
even taking you up on your offer of a $200 loan… I am truly at the end of this whole deal. I am going to tidy my
affairs and chuck it, “cuz it’s really all too much for just (unreadable) girl to bear anymore.” Later she wrote “over
here things are really bad, I won’t go into detail, but I am on the verge of losing it all, just hanging on a thread…”
Clarkson was selected to play her “idol” Marilyn Monroe but lost the role, her previous biggest accomplishment
was playing a starring role in Roger Corman’s “The Barbarian Queen”. Source: Peter Y. Hong, Los Angeles
Times, 10.4.2007
2.
Joya Sherrill was born in Bayonne, N.J. While at school her father arranged for her to meet Duke
Ellington so she could sing the lyrics she had written to his “Take the “A” Train”. Six months later in July 1942 he
hired her when she finished high school. She left to attend Wilberforce University, but returned in 1944 for two
years when she married Richard Guilmenot. Occasionally she worked for the Duke but also recorded under her
own name. Sponsored by the State Dept., the Benny Goodman band played behind the Iron Curtain, the first
Jazz ensemble to do so. Joya joined them and caused some unrest when she sang a Russian folk song
“Katyusha” in Russian, a newspaper said she sang it in an “unfamiliar cabaret style”. She became host on a
kid’s TV show called “Time for Joya” & Joya’s Fun School”. Joya died aged 85, 28.6.10. Source: Peter
Keepnews, N.Y. Times 9.7.2010
3.
Liberace began playing piano aged 4 and at one point was the highest paid entertainer in the world.
Never had a hit record but his signature tune “I’ll Be Seeing You” was famous. His museum closed October
2010. Since announcement of the closure, attendance soared from an average of 98 a day in September to 385
a day during October. Poor investments dropped the museum endowment from $10m 5 years ago to $1m today.
The museum lost about $1m in 2007 and 2008. The foundation awarded about $450k a year music
scholarships, but by 2008 it dwindled to $104,500.00. Since 1976 the foundation awarded more than $6m. One
problem for the museum was its location in a strip mall at 1775 E. Tropicana Ave which isn’t within walking
distance of the Strip. Plans are under way to take part of the $12m museum collection on the road. Source:
Jane Ann Morrison, Las Vegas-Review, Oct 2010
4.
Johnnie Ray High Jr. aged 80, was born May 1st 1929 and grew up in McGregor, Texas. Aged 14 he
had a radio show in nearby Waco. In 1974 he started shows converting an old movie theatre in Grapevine,
Texas, calling it the Grapevine Opry. He then moved the show to Fort Worth and Haltom City, Texas before
settling in Arlington, Texas in 1995. The show is televised nationally. Johnnie helped to launch the careers of
Boxcar Willie and LeAnn Rimes among others. He died March 17th 2010 at his home in in Bedford Texas from
heart disease, said his daughter Luanne Dorman. Source: Los Angeles Times, March 23rd 2010
5.
Chubby Checker performed at a free noontime concert at Philadelphia City Hall in front of an audience
of 1000. Chubby’s 1960 cover version of the Hank Ballard & the Midnighters song The Twist, released a year
earlier, became a smash hit and remains the only single to reach no. 1 in the U.S Charts in two separate runs in
1960 and 1962. The record was released on July 9th 1960 and became popular after he performed it for Dick
Clark on his Philadelphia based “American Bandstand”. Chubby, now aged 68 and trim, wore a denim jacket
and skin tight jeans. He performed some of his other dance craze hits including “The Fly”, “Pony Time” and “The
Hucklebuck”. Chubby said that “Back in the ‘60s you couldn’t do the Hucklebuck because it was nasty. It’s 2010,
everything’s nasty so we’re going to do it”. This he did with hip thrusts and with ease. Source: Joann Loviglio,
Las Vegas Review-Journal, 10.7.2010
6.
Sue Thompson was born in Nevada, Mo., and by the age of 7 was singing cowboy songs and playing
guitar. She quit Missouri when her family moved to California and eventually became a recording star. In 1961
her single “Sad Movies (Make Me Cry)” was in the top 5 sellers in America and established her as a top rank
recording star. Now living in Pahrump, Sue. aged 85 is currently writing an autobiography, and plans to donate
the profits to help homeless animals. Sue recently visited the Best Friends Animal Society in Kanab, Utah, and
with the co-founder Faith Maloney went to Casa del Calmar where the FeLV-positive cats live in the Sanctuary
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grounds. Dan Keenan, the book’s co-author said Sue’s time at the Sanctuary was special and “She loved
everything about being at Best Friends. She wants to return”. Source: Cathy Scott, Pahrump Valley Times,
16.7.2010
7.
A more than full tabloid page addresses a British invasion of media rudeness and confrontational
journalism, exampling Martin Bashir when interviewing Michael Jackson who revealed he takes children to bed.
Jackson’s manager said later this triggered the dependence on painkillers that led to the singer’s death. Gebe
Doppelt, former boss of “Mademoiselle” said “In England, breaking boundaries or shocking people is an
obligation”. Virtually no U.S. YV host has dared to be as outright as Simon Cowell when he humiliates talentless
contestants, who said “there are so many words I can drag out of my vocabulary to say how awful that was”.
Michael Hirschorn who runs Ish Entertainment said “As a producer we’d always be warned never to have British
people on our shows because no-one would understand what they’re saying”. Source: Zachary Roth, L.A.
Times, 29.8.2010
8.
Rolling Stone magazine listed “A Day In The Life” at No. 26 in its compilation of the 500 greatest songs
of all time. The lyrics, which begin with “I read the news today, oh boy,” was controversial when the Beatles
released the track on the “Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band” LP in 1967. The song was banned by the
BBC because it twice features the line “I’d Love to Turn you On”, which was seen as supporting illegal drug use.
In June at Sothebey’s Auction House, an exhibit was the hand written lyrics by John Lennon to “A Day in The
Life” which was the last track on the above LP. The double sided sheet of paper features Lennon’s edits and
corrections in his own hand in black felt marker and blue ballpoint pen, with a few annotations in red ink. There
was a pre-sale estimate of $500k but a phone bid won the memorabilia with an offer of $1.2m. Source: Los
Angeles Times, 19.7.2010
9.
Daniel Mireles a former Fonovisa promotions executive filed a lawsuit that alleged he was fired from the
company when he refused to offer bribes to radio station executives. He alleged that a programmer at a top
Spanish language radio station was paid $30,000 a month, in cash, for 8 Univision records to be played three
times per day. Univision is owned by a consortium composed of L.A. billionaire Haim Saban and several private
equity firms. Two years ago Univision Music, which included the Fonovisa and Dias labels, was sold to the
Universal Music Group. Univision agreed to be responsible for any penalties resulting from an ongoing criminal
investigation. After a three year investigation Univision pleaded guilty to “payola” and paid $1m in penalties to
federal authorities. Univision said the scheme was orchestrated “by an isolated group of employees. Source:
Meg James, L.A. Times, 27.7.2010
10.
“Fortune’s Fool: Edgar Bronfman Jr., Warner Music, and an Industry in Crisis”. Author - Fred Goodman,
pub. by Simon & Schuster. Fred’s earlier book was “The Mansion On The Hill” about the record labels’ boom
era. The new book tracks Bronfman’s route from the family’s liquor business, through the MCA and Polygram
deals that created Universal music and his selling of his holdings to the Vivendi empire. Bronfman shows himself
as an elusive character with information gleaned from Ahmet Ertegun. Full of anecdotes such as a former EMI
chairman showing indifference to a $3000 bottle of Chateau d’Yquem offered by Bronfman. A highlight is Lyor
Cohen the former president of Def Jam Records whom Bronfman picked to run Warner’s record labels. Source:
Andrew Edgecliffe, L.A. Times, 29.8.2010
11.
General Norman Johnson was born in Norfolk Va, in 1941. He started singing in church and by the age
of 12 had formed his first group “The Showmen”. He recorded “It Will Stand” in 1961 that reached the charts, but
by the late ‘60s the group broke up. Johnson started a solo career then moved to Detroit where he formed a
group “The Chairmen of the Board. The group settled in the South and became well known for playing “beach
music” which according to group member Ken Knox was really rhythm & blues. He had last played with Johnson
in February in Charlotte, N.C. Johnson wrote “Give Me Just A Little More Time” in 1970, and “Patches”, a hit for
Clarence Carter. Johnson died October 2010 in Atlanta from lung cancer. Source: L.A. Times, 18.10.2010
12.
Reggie Leon Battise grew up near 95th and Emerald, and attended Chicago’s Kipling grade school. He
went to Mather, then studied sculpture at the School of the Art Institute. He hosted a local TV show in the ‘70s
which taught disco, dancing and he appeared with the band The Busboys. He lived in Italy for a time and was a
regular on the TV show “Fantastico” singing R&B in three languages. He toured with the Houston Grand Opera
in “Porgy & Bess” and won parts in the move “White Men Can’t Jump” and “Staying Alive”. He sang on the
sound track of the film “Glory” and in commercials for Coca-Cola, Pepsi and McDonalds. He was with Sha Na
Na for over 20 years, died 8.10.2010. Source: Maureen O’Donnell, Chicago Sun Times, 12.10.2010
13.
Rick Nelson says “guitars catering for women is one area that we understand is showing some signs of
strength”. Gibson Guitar Corp and Fender Musical Instruments Corp have each distributed lines with a female
focus. Gibson has the Les Paul Vixen and Goddess, and Fender has its Hello Kitty. Daisy Rock guitars designed
for girls and women report $2.4m Sales in 2006. The company was started by Tish Ciravolo in 2000 after
sketching with her baby. “She drew a daisy, and then I drew a neck on it and then a leafy headstock. She took
the drawing to her husband who was president of Schecter Guitars, and the brand was born with sales doubling
each year. The company’s guitars range in price from $279 for a daisy shaped guitar to $699 for a sleek
customs Rock Candy special. Source: Solvej Schou, Las Vegas Review-Journal, date probably 2006
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Wee Willie Harris
What year were you born Willie?
I was born in 1933 and, as far as I know, we lived in a little flat at number
30 Clements Road in Bermondsey and round the corner I realised, as I
got older, was Peak Frean’s the biscuit makers. They used to make
biscuits for Harrods and other big shops in the West End but they had to
put a Harrod’s or other stamp on their biscuits and Christmas puddings
which was a bit of a con. When I was about six we moved to 12 Sutton
Dwellings in Plough Road where there were about seven or eight blocks
of flats. Then the war started and we went down to Eastbourne but we
were only there for about two weeks. When we wanted to go down to the beach to mess around
we couldn’t as, due to the war, there was barbed wire going right along the beach so we came
back. Then my gran went to Derbyshire to a little place called Alfriston and managed to get a
cottage. Because of that, we all moved to Ripley in Derbyshire and ended up in Fritchley Green
which was on the way up to Crich. I lived there until the war was nearly over and went to a local
school.
We first lived in a great big house owned by a Miss Anderson and in the bottom flat there was a
retired school teacher. She said “Hello Charlie” (I was Charlie in those days) “Let me see your
hand a minute.” So she read my palm and said, “When you grow up you’re going to have a lot of
people around you and be enjoying yourself.” Obviously she must
have meant show business so she read my future which came to
be.
During the war we used to come home every week or so to see
my dad who worked as a lighterman on the river and I remember
one week when they bombed the warehouses on the Rotherhithe
docks. During the course of the week they were just dropping
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bombs everywhere. We’d go backwards and forwards to Derbyshire and, one weekend, I was
sitting having a cup of tea with my mum, dad and brother when we heard a droning sound. We
went outside, looked up in the air and saw what was the main invasion on Germany, which had
been kept a secret so nobody knew what day it would be. There were non-stop airplanes bombers, Spitfires, Hurricanes, and from all different countries, America, Australia - that had all
come to meet secretly in England. That was the day they invaded Normandy.
After the war mum was working in Peak Frean’s and I went to work at Martini’s, the drinks
company, filling the bottles. I took part in a talent competition at Bow Town Hall but I couldn’t get
to the final because it was in the afternoon and I was meant to be working. I asked for the day off
but was told I had to come in. Anyway, I took the day off and went to the final and the kid in front
of me was about 12; he had a nice voice but when you’re battling against a young ‘un, you’ve got
a job on your hands. I got second on that particular afternoon and got a little bit of money. I went
in to work the next day and got the sack.
I saw in the paper a coffee bar on Old Compton Street called the 2is
that was having skiffle bands down there so I thought I’d pop over and
take a look. I walked into the 2is and there were loads of people in
there. Big Roy, who was about 30 stone, was standing at the top of
the stairs and I asked him if that was skiffle downstairs. He said it was
and I asked if I could take a quick look but he said it would cost me
two shillings. I said I just wanted a quick look and would come straight
back up so he said “Go on then but don’t forget to come straight back
up”. I went down, I suppose the most it could hold was about 60 people and you could see the
condensation running off the walls when it was full and, as I poked my head round the Vipers were
singing “Don’t you rock me daddy-o…” and that was the first number I ever heard the Vipers do
live. I came back up, thanked Big Roy and I went.
They later started bringing in Rock'n'Roll bands and I used to go down and listen and, now and
again, try to get up and sing with one of the bands. I eventually got a job there from Paul Lincoln
(manager of the 2is) with Mickie Most serving teas and coffees downstairs. That went on for quite
a few months and whenever I had a break I used to creep round to some of the other clubs. In
those days I used to do the intervals, a couple of boogies on the piano at places like the Flamingo
and they used to give me ten shillings or so which was a lot of money then. I’d come back and
Paul would ask where I’d been for so long. Little did I know the Flamingo used to phone Paul up
and tell him I’d been down there, but he never said a word to me even though he knew I’d earnt
ten bob during my break.
On the 18th of November 1957 I went to Decca’s Hampstead Studios in Hampstead Heath and
recorded Back To School Again and Rockin’ At The 2is in a room with a live audience. When the
EP came out the live audience was on the track but when the single came out they’d been
removed and there was no audience clapping. The next thing I know, in the 2is coffee bar they
had Rockin’ At The 2is on the juke box so it was always being played. I wrote it in bits on the bus
going home and I’d think of bits to make up the song. Funnily enough, 40 years later when I got
married my wife’s birthday is the 18th of November. What a coincidence that is.
Before the 2is, I believe you used to play the piano in pubs.
I used to go to the King’s Head at Newington Butts, near the Elephant and Castle where they used
to hold talent competitions. One night I asked if there was any room left and they asked what I
wanted to do. I said I’d like to do Frankie And Johnny and the pianist asked how it went. I said I
could play it and he said that would give him a break. Little did I know that this was Russ Conway
but at the time he was just the piano player at the bar. I won the competition that night. Then I
went to Wimbledon Palais (which isn’t there any more) where Ken Macintosh had his band. I
asked if there was any room in the talent competition so he asked me what I wanted to do and
again I said I’d do Frankie And Johnny. He said he’d give me the rhythm section - drums, bass,
piano and guitar. I started doing it and halfway through the song I’d got the brass coming in with
the trumpets and by the time I finished, everybody was playing. I thought I was going to win that
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night but there was a really good singer singing a Frankie Laine number who won and I was
second. I got to know Ken Macintosh as a friend and he had a club in Streatham where he used to
teach music.
Back to the 2is, and I suppose by 1957 you’d already come across Adam Faith, Marty Wilde, Cliff
Richard?
The first one who was discovered in the 2is was Adam Faith with What Do You Want? and then
Lance Fortune with Be Mine and a couple of others before me. I remember Laurie London who
now lives on the south coast and still sings in local pubs. He was the first British singer to get a
Number One in America with He's Got The Whole World In His Hands and he was only 14 or 15.
When he came back they used to have the floats at the Soho Fair and I remember being on a float
with Laurie London, waving to the people (I had pink hair at the time).
I was working at the Pavilion at Ramsgate and downstairs playing was Ivy
Benson. She used to swear a heck of a lot. “These girls are my band and
we go to American bases and they’re all getting up the duff!” She was a
lovely person and a real cockney. Anyway, at Ramsgate it was Rory
Blackwell, Ricky James and myself. We got down there and the guy that
booked us used to put all the skiffle bands on. When we were rehearsing
with Rory Blackwell and his skiffle group I got the tin tack and my skiffle
group stayed there. I was walking back and went into a pub with a big
white grand piano. I got on there and started singing one or two numbers
and then I carried on to another pub. I was a little drunk by then, I’d just
been sacked so I think I was entitled, and I went in for a drink. In those
Rory Blackwell
days I used to drink beer but I can’t now as I’m diabetic. I was sitting
there, amusing myself at the piano, playing some sing-a-longs “Knees up
Mother Brown…” and a few young ladies in there started singing. A bloke asked what was I doing
and I said I was down there for the summer but had a few problems. He said he’d give me a
couple of quid a week and I could go round with the hat. I got a job playing in this pub all week, all
singing along. Then I got chatting to the lads and I brought the skiffle group down and we were
playing skiffle in the pub with me on the piano as well. So funny.
The guitar that I had then was a Masterbilt Epiphone which were later bought out by Gibson. I had
it for years and my mum bought it for me when I was 21 and she paid £25 for it, a lot of money in
those days. A few years ago I was down in Worthing and I saw a music shop and I sold it. I said
I’d had offers for it and the guy looked through the Fs and saw the date, 1930-something. He
asked what I wanted for it and said he’d give me £1,200 so I sold it after all those years. Not a bad
profit from £25 to £1,200.
What about Vince Taylor, did you come across him?
He used to play in the 2is but he wasn’t as lucky down there as some of the others, although he
did well for himself in the coming years. He was a good singer. We had an actual coach in those
days - it was pink and brown and we called it Old Bessie. Back then whenever you went on a job
you had to leave a hell of a lot earlier than you would today as the motorways didn’t exist. If you
had to go to Manchester, for instance, you had to leave early in the morning as it could take you
seven hours to get there on the A roads. We were coming back one night from one of the jobs in
Old Bessie when all of a sudden bang! pop pop pop! and she stopped. When we opened the
bonnet the bloody engine was on the floor! We all got home in the back of a lorry full of straw, me
and Tony Crombie’s Rockets.
We used to meet up outside Madame Tussaud’s and pull up opposite as there were no parking
restrictions then, and go on tour. I worked with Terry Dene on a few shows. I think he went down
the 2is a few times. One night it was closed but we had a jam session with Cliff, Tommy Steele
and a few others down the 2is. Tommy Steele didn’t get discovered at the 2is, he was found at a
coffee bar by Charing Cross, the Gyre and Gimble, where he used to work and sing.
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When I was trying to get discovered I used to go around with Mickey and Ronnie Roff who were
sort of like the Krays but from the south side. I always used to go up the New Cross Palais on a
Saturday night where I used to play some blues and numbers in the interval. One Saturday night,
just before the interval, the manager came up to me and said I wouldn’t be able to sing as he had
a feller coming up to do a couple of songs and then he’d be going. It was Tommy Steele who sang
Elevator Rock and a couple of others and that’s how Tommy started and never looked back.
When I started going out on tour for Paul Lincoln we did 17 weeks at the Moss
Empires all over the place. I had Tony Crombie’s Rockets with me then and my
hair was pink at this time which was Paul Lincoln’s idea. Terry Dene was
working at the Davis Theatre in South Croydon and Paul Lincoln told me go
down in the car, wait for the show to start and go to the stage door and tell them
I want to sing. Paul said the comic, I think it might have been Des O’Connor,
knew all about it but the stage door man didn’t. So the stage door man told the
comic I was there and he asked who it was. He said “He calls himself Willie
Harris” so the comic said he knew all about it and to let me in. I walked in with
my big Barnet on and I had my hairdresser from Kennington Road with me, an old Jewish boy.
Whenever he was doing my Barnet he was always singing Jolson, he
was mad on Al Jolson. They got me changed in the dressing room
and took me down behind the curtains. On stage Des said “We’ve got
a funny looking lad who wants to come on and sing two or three
numbers for us. They call him Wee Willie Harris. Shall we bring him
on?” So I’m behind the curtains and I start singing “Hello
everybody…” with two spotlights on the stage looking for me. “Gonna
tell Aunt Mary about Uncle Joe…” I came out on stage and sang
three numbers and they wanted more. I was so nervous I was singing
some of the numbers with my eyes closed, I was terrified. I took two
or three bows and then came off. What a state I was in but, little did I
know, it was all fixed. The Six Five Special people and News Of The
World were there in the audience and had been tipped off to see me.
That’s when it all started happening.
After a while, when Terry was getting a lot of problems and went in the army, Paul Lincoln go fed
up with it and blew him out. He also said “I can’t do anything for you either Willie”. My manager
was called Les Bristow, an ex-boxer who couldn’t fight any more after hitting a referee, and I went
out on tour with him. Paul fixed it up and then blew me out because he said he’s had enough.
When he finished with me I went to Regent’s Street to the Grey’s Organisation - before they
moved into television they were agents for people like Bruce Forsyth and other top notch acts.
What about your tours after Terry Dene?
I used to do a lot of Sunday concerts; if you weren’t doing the Empire you were either doing the
country clubs, night clubs or the
Sunday concerts. At the country clubs
and night clubs I used to have to do
cabaret, not just Rock'n'Roll which is
how I became an all-round entertainer.
There was a place in Manchester called
the Cabaret Club and the guy that ran it
used to be a wrestler, Bill Bennett. He
said to my manager that Terry Dene
was a no-show. My manager said the
boys are here and the band’s here, we
can go on but it’ll only be Rock'n'Roll as
that was what we were doing then. We
went on and did the show and I went
back in five or six months to do cabaret
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for him and that’s when I started doing night clubs, all because Terry couldn’t make that show.
Peter Stringfellow said to me once, “Do you remember when you were playing the Sheffield City
Hall with Terry Dene? It was me that booked you for that.”
You toured with Cliff Richard as well?
I did about three tours with Cliff, the Granada and Empire circuits - I
have to tell you I’m the only person to have done five Granada tours
in one year including tours with Cliff Richard, Gene Vincent, Marty
Wilde, and Billy Fury and I still hold that record today. Billy Fury was
the sexy one with the act he used to do, wrapping his leg round the
mike stand, similar to
what Gene Vincent used to do. When I worked with
Gene I used to watch him, night after night, I loved
him. To me Gene was a great guy and Ian Dury
was also a great fan. When Gene died the
Blockheads asked me to do a tribute to him at the
Electric Ballroom in Camden and I did Say Mama (I
was a lot younger then and I could swing my leg
round the mike) and it went down a storm.
When Eddie Cochran died
Gene toured with us and I
also toured with Johnny
Preston. We were at the
Empire in Leeds and they
got
Johnny
Preston
dressed up as an Indian
and had him outside to his
music to bring the people in. That was the same weekend I went to see
Nat King Cole. When we were at Tooting I went to see Roy Orbison and
Little Richard was on the show, a great character to talk to. “I’ll never get
my royalties” he said, “Cos I’m black, I’ll never get ‘em as it’s different in
America”. I also did a tour with Charlie Gracie. I worked with Conway
Twitty and Freddy Cannon on the same bill as Johnny Preston. I was
with the Rockets and they all had to rehearse with the Rockets. Being
as, at the time, they all had numbers in the charts, I had to open the show and in those days you
did ten or fifteen minutes at the most with the closing act doing about half an hour. When Conway
Twitty joined us, he did his first show and afterwards the house manager came in and said to him
“When you’re on stage you have to wear makeup” but he said he wasn’t allowed to as a Mormon,
it was a religious thing. When he was touring in America they called in at a diner to have a bite to
eat. They asked Conway if he was coming in and he said he’d stay in the bus and maybe have a
little sleep. When they got back, he was dead. While they were in the diner he’d had a heart attack
and died.
We had a one-nighter at the Palace Theatre Club in Wigan. When I got there I went upstairs
where the show was going to be held. I asked who was on the bill and it was Buddy Holly.
Obviously I had to open the show so I did about ten minutes and came off and then the Crickets
went on and did two or three numbers and then Buddy Holly went on. Years later the Crickets
came over working with the Marty Wilde show and they remembered me from that first time. “Hello
Willie, you’re still around then?”
Tell us about the film, World By Night (Mondo di Notte 1960).
I was at the Metropole, Edgware Road in the early days and when I finished the show Paul Lincoln
said he had a couple of Italians who wanted to meet me. They said they were making a film from
different parts of the world and the traditional things that happened at night. They said they
wanted me to do my last number in the film. They got a lot of extras from the 2is - Tom Littlewood
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who was running the 2is sort of became the agent to sign them all up and they had a couple of
hundred people at the Empire Rooms as dancers and I sang I
Go Ape in front of them. Then they wanted us back the next
day with more and we ended up with about 500 extras. I also
did Bloodshot Eyes in my leopard skin and the film starts off
with the Salvation Army in the
street outside being drowned out
by the noise from inside, me
singing Bloodshot Eyes with
everybody dancing. I understand that they’d asked Tommy Steele
before me but he didn’t want to know. Through that film I became a big
star in Italy and I spent a year or so out there.
I was booked into the Isle of Capri for a while. The club was down about a hundred steps in the
rocks leading out to sea. The show started with a string quartet before we went on. When we went
on, I saw Gracie Fields at the back of the audience, standing on a chair to watch me. She could
have been anywhere as it was her club but rather than get in the
way of the audience, she stood at the back.
We went to work in a casino in Venice and from there to Pisa and I
went up the Leaning Tower. Kept falling over on my way down
though. I was also in another film, Tototruffa ’62, an Italian comedy.
I was in a night club, La Giostra, singing Whole Lotta Shakin’ to the
guy’s girlfriend. We had a trio and I went down on the dance floor
and the band, dressed in morning suits and bowler hats, came with
me. Those two films made me in Italy.
With the advent of the Beatles and the Stones, did that affect you?
I went to see the Rolling Stones at the Wembley Empire Pool and Kathy Kirby was sitting near me
and she was gorgeous. She used to smash up all her hotel rooms you know. Jimmy Tarbuck was
compering a show down the Haymarket one night and put her on and her voice had gone. I was
still working in night clubs, social clubs, conservative clubs - the new bands didn’t affect me. My
work didn’t slow down until much later. I‘ve slowed down a fair bit recently due to my age.
You also worked in pantomime.
I got a call from this guy when I was working in a club in Chester who
asked me if I wanted to do a pantomime. I said I’d love to as I’d never
done one and he said they were putting on Cinderella and would I like
to be Buttons. I pointed out that Buttons was a star in the panto and
he said “Yes, but you are a star”. I was really worried as it was all
new to me. He sent me the script three or four months before the
show was due to start and I read it so much I think I knew everybody
else’s lines as well as mine. I really didn’t want to make a cock up. I
went on and I was alright and we did it for about two or three weeks. I
had to sing a song to Cinderella “You’re the end of the rainbow,
you’re my pot of gold, you’re daddy’s little girl to have and to hold,
you're sugar you're spice, you're everything nice and you're daddy's
little girl”. That’s an old song by the Mills Brothers. I was well pleased
and I was getting about £500 a week, and that’s going back a few
years.
I was also a genie in a Paul Hammond panto with a song written for me. “He’s a Rock'n'Roll genie,
superstar category, hip shaking hero…” and I used to come on in my Teddy Boy gear as the
Rock'n'Roll genie.
I did a few walk on parts in TV - I was in one of Benny Hill’s sketches being chased by a load of
women and also a piece with Jasper Carrott.
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Rock'n'Roll purists reckon your version of Love Bug
Crawl is comparable to the original by Jimmy
Edwards; how did that fall into your lap?
In the fifties a lot of the acts had to do cover jobs.
For instance, I did Wild One but it was in the charts
so what chance did I have with my version? My
manager was Les Bristow when I was recording
and the trouble in this country was the nearest
singer to Rock'n'Roll like it was in America was
Tommy Steele. When I did Love Bug Crawl I had to
have an eight piece band, when it should have
been five maximum.
My manager should have said that we didn’t need
that, we needed a proper Rock'n'Roll band. The
original version of Rockin' At The 2is was awful
because he used a jazz band and it wasn’t rocking
enough. When I did it with the Alabama Slammers
it sounded like Rock'n'Roll. In 58 years in show
business, I’ve never had a number in the charts,
not even the bottom part.
Thanks Willie, that’s been great.

Mr Angry Finally Meets his Fan
Bricks and mortar retailing is in decline, as the many empty shops in almost every
High Street confirm. Chains report disappointing pre-Christmas custom, and the
January Sales have not healed their problems.
If my experience with Curry's PC World is any indication, that particular chain is
keen to speed up the end of physical shopping where you visit the store, select your
product, pay for it, and walk out.
It took me no less than five specific visits
and more than two weeks to secure a
Dyson fan which I paid for on my initial
foray into the store.
The company's shirts are emblazoned Team
Knowhow. They may know how, but
apparently, they don't Know Where.
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Young salesman J. confirmed the product was in stock, and set off to find it. He
returned empty handed and apologised, saying their computer systems confirmed
they had the item in stock, but he couldn't find it.
If I paid for it on the day, this would fix the price, and I could return in a couple of
days to pick up the fan.
So I returned the following Saturday to find that no new fans had been delivered,
but the next deliveries would be on the following Tuesday.
So, to give them a little grace, I returned on the Wednesday. “Who told you there
would be a delivery on Tuesday?” said the man behind the counter. I was able to
answer: “You did”, because it was the same salesman.
Although there had been a delivery of stock, this was mainly large items, and not
my little fan. Could I come back in a few days? So I did.
I queued up at the counter, and handed my receipt to saleswoman E. She checked
the computer and found there were no fans of the type I had paid for in stock at
their store. However, another of their outlets in the same county were showing
stock, and she would order one from them. Come back in a few days.
I did. Next, I was served by a bearded management type called R. He showed
concern about the runabout I was being given, took to his computer, and listed all
the stores in the chain which were showing stock, and assured one of my fans
would be with them soon. They, at present, had none in stock themselves.
So, conscious of the fact this had been running for more than two weeks, and
getting steadily more amused, I went back to the store again, and they offered me
my money back in the absence of the item.
I explained that I wrote occasional humorous
items for magazines and newspapers, and
this was just the sort of service that would
provide me with a column. So, thank you, and
still no fan.
A couple of days later, I returned. I was told
their central warehouse had run out of fans,
this time by an attractive young lady at the
counter. She looked worried. But hey, what
was this?
Original salesman J. had joined me, with a
fan under his arm. He had found one!
The woman behind the counter must have
been so surprised that she let go of one of
the many elastic bands around her computer
screen and hit me full in the face, painfully, with one of them. I was forced to
exclaim: “I have to put up with this lousy service, and now you attack me.”
She disappeared in tears, but I marched out with my fan under my arm. I have no
immediate plans to return to Curry's PC World.
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JAZZ JUNCTION
The Tracks of My Year
As another December ends I carry out a review of the purchases that I
made during the year just passed. Once more I have selected one track
from each of the albums that I enjoyed the most, and can now reveal the
previously secret seven.
Lil’ Darlin’ (from the Georgie Fame & Harry South Big Band album Sound Venture recorded in
1966).
Early in his career Georgie Fame was able to realise a long-held
desire to sing with a big band after being introduced to jazz
composer and musician Harry South. It also came at a time when
he had the financial benefit of a hit record, Yeh, Yeh, a Latin soul
tune with lyrics by Jon Hendricks, who had become his main
influence as a result of appearances at Annie Ross’s club. It is a
famous composition by Count Basie, with whom Georgie was to
appear at the Royal Albert Hall in 1968, and again has lyrics by Jon
Hendricks, as are four other tracks on the album.
Passin’ Thru (from the Chico Hamilton Quintet album Passin’ Thru recorded in 1962).
Drummer Chico Hamilton’s recording career lasted over fifty years,
and this band with Charles Lloyd on tenor sax and flute was one of
his best. Charles Lloyd also composed the title tune, an infectious
uptempo number that could revive the dead, and which reminds me
of Manu Dibango’s Big Blow in that just when you think it is about to
end it engages gear again.
Also making a valuable contribution is Hungarian guitarist Gábor
Szabó, who recorded an album with Bobby Womack in 1971 on
which the Womack composition Breezin’ first appeared, and which
five years later became a massive hit for George Benson.
Toussaint L’Ouvertue (from the Courtney Pine album Transition In Tradition recorded in 2009).
A marvellous album of many moods, this track is Courtney Pine’s
moving dedication to Toussaint L’Ouverture, who was born a slave
in Haiti. He rose to the position of President, embracing the
French revolutionary ideals of liberty and equality, which were not
shared by the foreign colonialists. A violent struggle to end
slavery took place for several years, the forces of Napoleon
Bonaparte eventually withdrawing and the island declaring
independence at the start of 1804. Unfortunately, by this time
Toussaint L’Ouvertue had been deported to France, where he
died in a prison in 1803.
The whole story can be found in the book The Black Jacobins,
written by the important historian, socialist and writer on cricket,
C.L.R. James, who was born in Trinidad in 1901. He came to Britain in 1932 (to Nelson,
Lancashire) at the request of Learie Constantine in order to help with his autobiography. After
moving to the USA he became unwelcome and he returned to England in the 1950s, publishing
the seminal Beyond A Boundary in 1963.
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Angel Eyes (from the Duke Pearson album Prairie Dog recorded in 1967).
An outstanding composer and arranger, and a thoughtful pianist,
Duke Pearson will forever be inextricably linked with the Blue Note
label, not only for the ten or more albums that came out under his
own name, but also for the number of albums of others that he
appeared on, and the period in the sixties when he was the label’s
A&R man. This is one of two albums that came out on Atlantic, and
the track Angel Eyes, about unrequited love, is tastefully played by
Duke Pearson and Bob Cranshaw (bass), and is the only one on the
album where drums and horns have been dropped. It also has the
honour of being Ella Fitzgerald’s favourite song.
Pretty Strange (from The Johnny Coles Quartet album The Warm Sound recorded in 1961).
One of the large number of underrated jazz musicians with very few
albums issued under his own name, Johnny Coles was described by
Benny Golson as “an extremely sensitive trumpeter with a lyrical
warm sound”.
This is certainly the case on this beautiful ballad written by pianist
Randy Weston. It was crying out for a lyricist to do his stuff, so
along came Jon Hendricks and he recorded it in 1959 with Pony
Poindexter and the Montgomery brothers on an album that came out
under his own name and titled A Good Git-Together.
Hold ‘Em Joe (from the Sonny Rollins Sanders album Sonny Rollins On Impulse! recorded in
1969).
Born in New York to parents from the Virgin Islands, tenor
saxophonist Sonny Rollins had already shown an inclination for
Caribbean music with St Thomas, a calypso tune that he recorded in
1956 and which became a staple of his performances thereafter,
where it would become a marathon, as he played chorus after
chorus to the delight of those present. Hold ‘Em Joe is another
calypso tune with a similar effect.
As to the composer, the CD issue credits ‘Roy Thomas Labaff’, the
LP credits ‘Thomas’, and the 1950s Harry Belafonte recording ‘Harry
Thomas’. However, a comment on YouTube states that while the
1924 Sam Manning 78 rpm disc credits ‘Manning’, it was a well-known Jamaican digging song.
So let’s go with ‘traditional’.
Six In One (from the Thelonious Monk album Les Liaisons Dangereuses recorded in 1959).
The music on this double album was only released last year, which
coincided with Thelonious Monk’s centenary, resulting in it
becoming many critics’ choice as one of the albums of the year.
Following the success of the film Ascenseur pour l'échafaud and
the musical contribution of Miles Davis, Monk was pursued to
provide music for another French film, Les Liaisons Dangereuses.
However, he was reluctant to sign a contract, and when he did it
was too late to write any new music.
Six In One is a ballad wistfully played by Monk, alone at the piano.
As I haven’t been able to find it in his online discography, it
appears to be the only time he recorded it.
Dave Carroll
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Sunday, December 10, 2017
Otis Redding 50 years on
I have a 'pain in my heart' remembering Otis Redding on the
50th anniversary of his death. When Sam Cooke died in
1964 it was Otis who carried the flame so far as I was
concerned, and it was his first UK 45 Pain In My Heart that
first made an impact on me. His upbeat songs were great,
but his slower ones were even better. Tracks like I've Been
Loving You Too Long, My Lover's Prayer, Try A Little
Tenderness, The Glory of Love and I've Got Dreams To
Remember are achingly beautiful. There was no one quite
like Otis, and Sittin' On The Dock Of The Bay, despite me
having heard it countless times, still has an impact.
I remember, of course, his TV appearances, on Ready
Steady Go for example, but I treasure the memory of seeing
him in 1967 on the Stax/Volt show at the Fairfield Hall,
Croydon. I wrote at the time, in my review for the local paper:
'Suddenly there was Otis, doing his jigging routine on
numbers like Mr Pitiful, Satisfaction and Shake. I could hear
little because of the noise from the backing group and the
crowd. It wasn't until he sang a couple of slow numbers, My Girl and I've Been Loving You Too
Long, that I became really enthusiastic. On these, particularly the latter, he was brilliant. If anyone
did not know before, they certainly knew then what soul music is all about. The climax of his act
was Try A Little Tenderness, which started very slowly but became wilder and wilder.'
Two years ago I visited Otis's home town of Gray, a few miles from Macon, Georgia. There's a
plaque in Gray and a statue in a park in Macon. There's also a small museum in Macon dedicated
to his memory.
Monday, December 18, 2017
Keely Smith RIP
The latest addition to the list of musicians who have died this year is
Keely Smith, at the age of 89, who found fame singing with husband
Louis Prima for many years and as a solo singer. Of Irish/Cherokee
parents from Virginia, she met Prima in New York in 1949 and the
couple performed at the Sahara in Las Vegas and at the Mocambo in
Hollywood and recorded together throughout the fifties, eventually
having a major hit with That Old Black Magic on Capitol in 1958.
As a solo artist she had success with I Wish You Love and made a
string of recordings in the late fifties and early sixties, both with
Prima, and Sam Butera and the Witnesses, and solo. Louis and
Keely moved to Dot and, after divorcing Prima in 1961, she signed for
Reprise and enjoyed success with an album of Lennon and McCartney covers in 1964 and the
single You're Breaking My Heart. She returned to recording in 1985 with the album I'm In Love
Again and won a Grammy nomination for Keely Sings Sinatra in 2001.
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Tuesday, January 02, 2018
Rick Hall RIP
The first big music death of the year has arrived already.
And what a big name it is - that of Rick Hall, at the age of
85, the man who recorded countless great soul records at
his FAME studio in Muscle Shoals, Alabama. Rick played
bass in an R&B group The Fairlanes, with saxophonist Billy
Sherrill, fronted by Dan Penn, with Hall playing bass. He
also began writing songs and had success with George
Jones, Brenda Lee and Roy Orbison. In 1959, he and
Sherrill went into partnership with Tom Stafford, the owner
of a recording studio, to set up a new music publishing
company in the town of Florence, to be known as Florence
Alabama Music Enterprises, or FAME. In 1960, Sherrill and Stafford dissolved the partnership,
leaving Hall with the rights to the studio name. Hall then set up FAME Studios in Muscle Shoals,
where one of his first recordings was Arthur Alexander's You Better Move On. The commercial
success of the record gave Hall the financial resources to establish a new, larger FAME recording
studio.
Hall's successes continued with recordings by Tommy Roe, the Tams, Joe Tex and Jimmy
Hughes. However, in 1964 Hall's regular session group, which included David Briggs, Norbert
Putnam, Earl 'Peanuts' Montgomery and Donnie Fritts, left to set up a studio of their own in
Nashville, but he got together a new studio band, including Spooner Oldham, Jimmy Johnson,
David Hood and Roger Hawkins. In 1966 Hall helped license Percy Sledge's When A Man Loves
A Woman, which had been recorded in Norala Studios in nearby Sheffield, Alabama, to Atlantic
Records, which led to a recording deal with Atlantic, resulting in many Atlantic artists recording at
Muscle Shoals including Wilson Pickett, Aretha Franklin, Otis Redding, Clarence Carter and
Arthur Conley. Rick fell out with Atlantic following a dispute with Aretha's husband Ted White, but
FAME became the go-to place for soul artists and among those who recorded there (some
courtesy of Chess) were Etta James, Irma Thomas, Candi
Staton and Willie Hightower. In the seventies Rick moved
away from soul music, recording acts such as the
Osmonds, Paul Anka and Tom Jones, but FAME remained
a significant recording studio.
I visited FAME in 2013 but unfortunately Rick was not
around. We arrived just in time for a studio tour hosted by
studio manager John Gifford, who gave a fascinating talk
about the studio's colourful history. I was sorry to miss out
on meeting Rick, but there's no doubt that he was one of
the most important names in all soul history. RIP Rick - you
will not be forgotten.
Wednesday, January 17, 2018
Joe Louis Walker at the 100 Club
My first gig of the year featured blues guitarist and singer Joe Louis Walker at the 100 Club - part
of this year's London Blues Week. In fact, Joe is the only visiting US bluesman taking part and his
presence added some genuine blues credibility to the line-up, which otherwise featured British
R&B groups such as the Downliners Sect, Climax Blues Band and Stan Webb's Chicken Shack.
Now 68, Joe comes from San Francisco and began playing the blues aged 14. He gave it up in
the seventies to concentrate on gospel music, but came back to the blues in 1986, since when he
has recorded a couple of dozen albums for labels such as Hightone, Polygram, JSP and Alligator.
I've seen him a few times over the years, most recently at the King Biscuit Festival a couple of
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years ago, and on his day he can be a dynamic performer. Last night's show didn't quite hit the
heights, but it was a varied set and enjoyable.
Joe began with I'm Not Messin' Around from his
Preacher and the President album, showing that both
his guitar work and voice remain in good form, and he
followed up with an extended instrumental featuring
strong organ work from keyboard player Steve Watts.
Joe recalled that in his younger days he met up with
Scotty Moore and the Jordanaires and his next
number, rather surprisingly, was Don't Let Go, a song
first recorded by Roy Hamilton in 1957 - more
rockabilly than blues, but pleasant enough, and well
supported vocally by bass player Lenny Bradford. His
gospel routes shone through in Wade In The Water
but the next number was another surprise in the form
of George Harrison's While My Guitar Gently Weeps, which veered toward heavy guitar work at
times. The soulful In The Morning, the title track of one of his albums came next, followed by the
rather tuneless Soldier For Jesus, from the Hellfire album, which was monotonous and dominated
by drumming which was a little too loud throughout.
Things picked up considerably with his next song, Black And Blue, from the 2015 album
Everybody Wants A Piece, a slow, soulful number with a steady beat. Joe was joined on stage for
one number by harmonica player Giles Robson, who contributed greatly to Young Girls Blues,
another song from his recent album. Too Drunk To Drive Drunk came next, a track from Hellfire,
which sounded remarkably Kinks-like to my ears. The band left the stage and as an encore Joe
performed I'm Tired before the band returned for Help Me, a song which Joe recorded with Peter
Green's Splinter Group.
Overall, this was a set which showed that Joe Louis Walker is still very much a performer to see
and enjoy. It was good to see the 100 Club so crowded, although I suspect that many of them will
enjoy the ageing British bands rather more than I would. It seems Joe knew their taste and largely
gave them what they expected and wanted.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles

For Cool Cats and Shabby Tabbies
Paul Barrett Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

Darrel Higham & The Enforcers - Rebel Dean & Band - Bo Walton & Band - Matchbox
The Jets - Lucas & The Dynamos - Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers - Johnny & The
Jailbirds - Jackson Sloan & Band.
By arrangement: Mike Sanchez - Si Cranstoun.
From the USA: Linda Gail Lewis - Charlie Gracie - Jack Scott - Robert Gordon.
From Germany: formally The Lennerockers now The Lennebrothers plus the cream of The
International Bop Crop and the Coolest of Cool.

FOR THE BEST IN THE BIG BEAT
Better call Paul on (UK) 02920 704279
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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So the London Blues festival has passed with packed audiences. I didn’t go, not because I didn’t
like some of the artists, but because, in the main, it just wasn’t Blues.
Friday saw Jack Savoretti (Acoustic Folk) open for CHIC (a disco funk band with more ex-band
members than Manchester ex footballers) with ex band member Nile Rodgers returned to the fold
(also Disco/Funk). Hardly Blues!
Saturday had Daryl Hall & John Oates (Pop/Rock) who I quite like but again not Blues. They had
Chris Isaak guesting. He is more Rock'n'Roll/Rockabilly.
Sunday had Steely Dan (Jazz/soul) who I do like and they also had the Doobie Brothers (Rock) as
guests and I like them too but are they Blues?
Lower down on the bills were Kenny Wayne Shepherd and Gov’t Mule, both Blues bands and both
from America but the kind of heavy Rock/Blues that’s not to my liking. However, this is another
example of a ‘Blues Fest’ which cannot see profit in true Blues. I expect it to change its name next
year to ‘Blues/Rock, Pop/Funk’ or something similar to draw in the Pop fans with the money!

Magazines: I still take ‘Blues In Britain’, an expensive glossy little
magazine which confines itself to the British Isles as regards
Blues.
It showcases new acts, venues and CDs of purely British or
foreign acts touring in Britain. It does have a superb gig guide
spread over several pages and a good list of the On-Line local
Blues programmes with an addendum of those stations’ current
top twenty.
The Glossy ‘The Blues’ magazine which ran for 31 issues recently
brought out a (perhaps) one off ‘Best of’ in which the editor, Scott
Rowley, admitted that it was closed “not because it wasn’t selling,
but because it’s owners didn’t think it fitted a publishing company
(Classic Rock) that was all about Rock and Metal”. I emailed him
and said I thought it was a poor excuse and he replied he was
hoping for the mag to return. I hope it does.

A List of my favourite CDs in 2017: A lot of CDs came my way in 2017 and here is a list of
the ones I play often:
‘One Dozen Berrys’ by Chuck Berry. I bought this as an LP in 1959 and it is still my all-time
favourite Chuck album which I find quite Bluesy. I bought the CD recently so I could play it
anywhere although I still have the LP.
‘I’m Not Talking’ by Mose Allison. I have a couple of old Mose collections but this is the most
comprehensive. He is still one of the best Blues songwriters but died in 2017. His piano playing
and voice was so original.
‘Canadiana’ by David Clayton-Thomas. Regular readers of my piece will know that I am a big fan
of D C-T and have managed to collect quite a few of his CDs this year and haven’t yet decided
which is the best as they are all good but I had to pick one and this is it. 13 tracks by modern
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Canadian composers including Neil Young, Robbie Robertson and Joni Mitchell and done in his
inimitable style.
‘Musical Mojo of Dr. John’ by Dr. John and Friends. A concert with Dr.John and some super
guests, including Bruce Springsteen, Irma Thomas, John Fogerty and Anders Osborne doing a
knockout version of ‘Somebody Changed The Lock’ with Bill Kreutzmann on keyboards.
‘Sitting on Top of the World’ by Doug Legacy and the Donkey Biters. I bought this without
knowing anything about it except I had another great album by him and liked his humorous Cajun
Rock‘n’Roll. I was not disappointed with some great guests and some terrific covers, this easily
entered my top list.
‘Porcupine Meat’ by Bobby Rush. A wonderful blend of Blues, soul, and R&B. I’ll be enjoying this
for some time.
‘All My Friends’ by Gregg Allman and Friends. 26 tracks of Allman Brothers tunes sung live by
them and great guests who include Keb’Mo’, Dr. John, John Hiatt, and my favourite Taj Mahal.
‘Tajmo’ by Taj Mahal and Keb’ Mo’. My favourite pair together!
‘Mad Dogs and Okies’ by James Oldaker and others. Oldaker is a drummer who has worked with
lots of American artists and this features many of them from his home state of Oklahoma including
J.J.Cale, and Tony Joe White and is full of new names and good tunes.
‘I Can Laugh About It Now’ by Bonnie Bramlett. I was a fan of Delany and Bonnie and this later
album (2006) contains some great Blues, ‘A Change Is Gonna Come’, ‘Work Song’, and ‘Love
Hurts’ then moves over to the Soul/Blues of ‘Harlem Nocturne’ and ‘I’m Confessin’. She has a fine
voice and the backing band knows its stuff as well.
I did well this year for music (and Christmas brought me a couple of Amazon Gift cards!) There
are several ‘various artists’ CDs in the list and that is because I like to hear other artists doing
songs I know. Too many artists bring out albums of their own material which, these days, is not up
to scratch (excepting Mose Allison and Chuck Berry!)

Favourite albums which have changed my listening pleasure: In late 1963, the golden age
of Rock‘n’Roll was nearing its end and I was
looking almost desperately for music I also liked. I
had a good friend who worked in CBS, a big
record producing plant in Aylesbury, and she had
got a catalogue for me and could buy at staff
discounts. CBS was changing (into the hands of
Clive Davis) and it’s very MOR image was losing
business so things had to change. They had
produced a couple of cheap (even cheaper to
me!) LPs of newer various artists called ‘The
Rock Machine Turns You On’ and ‘Rock Machine
I Love You’ which both contained more than 12
tracks of their ‘new’ artists. The difference here
was that these tracks were thought to be the best
tracks on each of the artist’s albums which proved
to be an unusual move at the time but a profitable
one.
They became a revelation for me and I still love
them today, not all the tracks, but most. So, here is ‘The Rock Machine Turns You On’ side 1:
1. ‘I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight’ by Bob Dylan (from ‘John Wesley Harding’). I had heard of Bob but
hadn’t taken much notice, till now. This has a country feel with a pedal steel guitar prominent. I
later bought his ‘Greatest Hits’ Vol.1 and became a fan.
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2. ‘Can’t Be So Bad’ by Moby Grape (from ‘Wow’). A frenetic track of pure old fashioned R‘n’R
from an interesting band that used three lead guitars and were, generally sort of, Country Rock
like the Grateful Dead. This track caused me to look at other music of theirs but I didn’t find any
other tracks I liked. On one other of their LPs they used Glenn Campbell and James Burton to
enhance their guitar sound.
3. ‘Fresh Garbage’ by Spirit (from ‘Spirit’). This is still one of my favourite tracks and I enjoy
hearing it again and again even today. It has a great riff and good electric keyboard. I bought the
album ‘Spirit’ but didn’t find many of the other tracks quite as good as this one.
4. ‘I Won’t Leave My Little Wooden Wife For You, Sugar’ (from ‘The United States Of America’) by
‘The United States Of America’. Probably one of the failures of this album. They only made the
one LP and were considered ‘avant garde’ not having a guitarist in the group. There are too many
electrical musical sounds with lots of brass and a really messy middle solo so it’s not my bag
although I still listen occasionally to see if I, now, like it.
5. ‘Time Of The Season’ (from ‘Odessey And Oracle’) by The Zombies. What a great British band.
This track contains two organ solos (by Rod Argent) which, to me, shows they were before their
time. I remember seeing them in the clubroom over The Burtons Menswear shop, Hemel
Hempstead, in the very early ‘60s and they were even stand-out then prior to ‘She’s Not There’,
their smash hit which is still played today. I bought ‘Begin Here’ their first LP and quite raw but
very listenable with a lot of Blues covers then ‘Odessey and Oracle’ later.
6. ‘Turn On A Friend’ (from ‘The Great Conspiracy’) by ‘The Peanut Butter Conspiracy’. This is
quite an interesting track from a psychedelic rock band, and considering I never enjoyed
psychedelic music, I quite like this; it has a sort of Beach Boys harmony vocal over an interesting
electric bass guitar lead. I’m told the band is still going!
7. ‘Sisters Of Mercy’ (from ‘The Songs Of Leonard Cohen’) by Leonard Cohen. Although this
came over originally as ‘Music to commit suicide by’, this waltz, with its quiet guitar and
squeezebox backing, grew more and more. I am not one for lyrics but his slightly out-of-tune
approach is beautifully hypnotic.
I will run through side two in the next issue. Again, probably not much Blues but it definitely started
my interest in other music alongside Rock'n'Roll. What it really did was open up my interest in
CBS and record labels in general and this LP still plays as wonderfully now as it did then.

What was my last CD?

’Strong Like That’ by The Fabulous
Thunderbirds. I had to buy this, as a Thunderbirds fan, to see
what they are up to these days. The name is held by
singer/harmonica player Kim Wilson, who has been a member
from the start. He also records under his own name and guests
on many other artists’ albums. But, if he has some Blues/R&B
music to put out he forms the Fabulous Thunderbirds. The
musicianship is excellent and there are a few well known guests
and a punchy horn section when needed. As with most artists,
not as good as the early records but still most enjoyable and I
hope they keep coming back.

What’s on my iPod? ‘Just Got Some’ from the fine CD, ‘Feel The Fire’ by Earl Green. Written by
Willie Mabon and Willie Dixon, Earl makes a great job of a good Blues tune. I bought this CD
when Earl came to my village as vocalist with the Bop Brothers one night in November 1997 and it
was an exciting evening of Blues and R&B. Although not on the recording, the Bop Brothers that
night included Jon ‘T-Bone’ Taylor (guitar), Dick Heckstall-Smith (sax) and Sam Kelly (Drums).
Earl sang magnificently and this CD reflects his skill.
Happy new year to you all (especially ‘H’ who always makes my piece look like real journalism!)
Dave Parker
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LOST SOULS
PRESTON SHANNON
Preston Shannon was a contemporary Southern soul/blues
singer, guitarist, and songwriter, with a voice clearly in the
direction of Bland/Redding. This saw him combine classic soul
phrasing with guitar work drawing on the Delta blues style of,
let’s say, Albert King. But Shannon was clearly his own man.
He was born 23rd October 1947 in Olive Branch, Mississippi. At
the age of eight, with his family he relocated to Memphis,
Tennessee. Before starting his own band he cut his teeth
playing part time with several local bands, around his home
town.
Shannon made his Bullseye Blues Records debut in 1994, with
BREAK THE ICE. The follow up album, in 1966, MIDNIGHT IN
MEMPHIS, which was recorded at Willie Mitchell's Royal Studio,
featured the full Hi horn section. This release brought to us his
amazing soulful vocals. His soul really came alive on tracks
'Round Midnight', 'The Clock' and a particular favourite tune of
mine, by anybody, Leon Haywood's ,'The Streets Will Love You
To Death'. The follow up, his final output on Rounder, ALL THE
TIME, was a lot heavier. He went on to release albums on Title Tunes and Continental Blue
Heaven.
He made Beal Street his home, regularly playing the strip, particularly B B King's Blues Club.
He died 22nd January 2018, from cancer
RICK STEVENS
Rick Stevens was the lead singer, during the period 1970-72, of
the superb Oakland horn lead soul group TOWER OF POWER.
He was the vocalist on the group’s original recording of one of
the group’s timeless classics, 'You're Still A Young Man'.
He left the band to pursue a solo career, which opened the door
for the marvellous soul singer Lenny Williams to take up the lead
singer’s role. Stephens formed the group Brass Horizon, which
was short-lived, as he was slowly becoming more dependent on
heroin and other narcotics that had completely taken over his
life.
In 1976 Stevens was convicted for fatally shooting two drug
dealers, and another person, and for this he received two life
sentences. In his later prison term he was very much involved
with music, and formed bands as part of inmate music
programmes. After 36 years of incarceration he was released in
July 2012.
Since his release he had been welcomed back into the T.O.P fold, and occasionally fronted the
band, he had returned to the recording studio, and appeared with a variety of Oakland bands.
He was born in 23rd February 1940 in Port Arthur, Texas. His mother was the sister of Ivory Joe
Hunter. He died 5th September 2017, after a brief struggle with liver cancer.
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EDWIN HAWKINS
Edwin Hawkins was born 19th August 1943 in
Oakland, California. In 1969 an Oakland DJ started
to play a track, 'Oh Happy Day', lifted from an
album recorded privately by the North Californian
State Youth Choir, as a fund-raising disc for sale at
their concerts. It was soon picked up by other DJs
and the Edwin Hawkins Singers were born. The
record not only stormed the American charts, but
made number 2 in the UK charts, going on to sell 7
million worldwide. No further chart success action
followed and with rapidly diminishing success, the group was slimed down. Lead singer Dorothy
Morrison went on to a successful solo career. Hawkins continued with various projects in the
gospel field.
He died 15th January 2018 from pancreatic cancer, aged 74.
BETTY WILLIS
Betty Willis recorded for various labels in the sixties. Her claim to
fame with Deep Soul collectors, is her 1968 terrific deepy, 'Aint
Gonna Do You No Good', on the US Mojo imprint, which was also
her last visit to wax. She recorded collaborations with Righteous
Brothers’ Bill Medley and Leo Russell. In the seventies she retired
from music, and worked for the post office.
Sadly Willis hit hard times and ended up homeless. She was
murdered by a homeless man during attempted rape.
She was born 10th March 1941 and died 1st January 2018.

DENISE LaSALLE
Denise (Craig) LaSalle, the Queen Of The Blues, was born 16th
July 1939 in LeFlore, Mississippi. She relocated to Chicago in
the sixties, where she soon became involved with the music
scene there. It was here she gained her influences and a
growing reputation as a sassy gal. LaSalle had one release on
Chess Records, 'A Love Reputation', which was a regional hit.
She formed a record production company, Crajo, with her then
husband Bill Jones. This leads her to sign for the Detroit
Westbound record label in 1971. Her song, 'Trapped By A Thing
Called Love', became her first hit, topping the R&B charts and
Pop 13. A healthy period with Westbound resulted in two more
top five R&B records 'Now Run And Tell That' (3) and 'Man Size
Job' (4). She continued to churn out a steady stream of
recordings, and chart placings, for Westbound and then ABC
and MCA.
In the early eighties she signed with the Mississippi based
traditional R&B label Malaco. LaSalle continued to release a chain of excellent music, that rarely
veered from the feisty soul/blues/R&B/Gospel that she had mined successfully for the majority of
her recording career. Her favourite subjects include good for nothing men, women who stand up
for themselves, and love in all its raunchy horny incarnations. Alas her popular recognition was
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rather spasmodic, despite an enormous string of records combining artistic merit and combining
potential.
In 1984 she actually made the UK top ten with a cover of Rockin' Sidney's, 'My Toot Toot'.
She died 8th January 2018, from various complications.
Denise LaSalle live.
Under the package name Mississippi Blues Revue, featuring Denise LaSalle, Latimore and Little
Milton, toured Europe in July 1993.
Along with David (Jazz Junction) Carroll we saw the package in three counties.
11 July North Sea Jazz festival. The Hague, Netherlands.
12 July Mean Fiddler, London. I got back home to Tooting from Holland at about 19.00 hours.
Threw the case in the door and got a taxi over to the Fiddler, just in time for the start.
17 July Peer Blues festival, Belgium. Dave Thomas drove us to Belgium.
Those were the days… Looking through the diary for July 1993, apart from the festivals, I saw a
variety of musical styles in London; Steve Riley, Rick Webb, Al Mason, Clifton Dyson, Mighty
Clouds Of Joy, Millie Jackson, David Hudson to name a few. As I said, those were the days my
friends…
Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 7pm & 10pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
OUR WEBSITE AT
www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your web enabled equipment, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Mitch Woods is a San Francisco based jump blues/boogie
woogie pianist with a strong love of New Orleans music and an
impressive back catalogue. On his new release, "Friends Along
The Way" he has invited a number of musicians and singers he
admires into the studio. His best friends must be Taj Mahal and
Van Morrison, who perform together on three tracks; Charlie
Musselwhite and Elvin Bishop get two each, and nine other
guests have a single track each.
Elvin Bishop contributes songs associated with Roy Milton and
Jimmy Liggins, Joe Louis Walker's version of Champion Jack
Dupree's "Nasty Blues" really rocks along, and Maria Muldaur
does an interpretation of Bessie Smith. John Hammond varies
the mood with an Elmore James style slide guitar blues. Kenny
Neal's "Blues Mobile" and Charlie Musselwhite's "Blues Gave Me A Ride" both are based on the
theme of the travelling bluesman, with Neal's song leaning towards jump blues and Musselwhite's
more "down-home". Marcia Ball and Woods get the Fess sound wonderfully on his "In The Night".
The presence of tracks from James Cotton and John Lee Hooker suggest that this compilation
has been assembled over a period of time.
The most curious track is Cyril Neville's spoken-word history of the blues (co-written with Taj
Mahal) which follows the development of that music form through Rock’n’Roll to the influence on
British invasion bands.
If there is one criticism it is that the varied guests and musical styles (though all come under the
blues definition) make the collection a bit lacking in unity. But Woods is an excellent pianist and
the guest list is impressive. I like the instrumental "Chicago Boogie" with James Cotton, and "Take
This Hammer" with nice piano by Woods, acoustic guitar by Mahal, and powerful but nuanced
vocal by Morrison, but the standout track for me is Ruthie Foster with gently strummed guitar and
soulful vocal on her own song, "Singin' The Blues".
One of Mitch Wood's guests on that album, Van Morrison, has released two albums in quick
succession, very different but both acknowledging his musical roots.

Curiously, given the influences on his music, Morrison has never
done a blues album, though he has dabbled in skiffle, jazz and
country. On this album all but one track on here come into that
category. On this collection there are five songs written or cowritten by Morrison, but the heart of the album is the selection of
eleven songs associated with, among others, Jimmy Rushing, Bo
Diddley, Little Walter, Lightnin' Hopkins, Mose Allison and Ruth
Brown (though Morrison told Paul Jones in an interview that he
got "Teardrops From My Eyes" from Wynonie Harris).
Interestingly, two of his own songs and four of the covers have
been recorded by him before in different arrangements.
Paul Jones guests on one track on vocals and harp, Chris
Farlowe and Georgie Fame get vocal cameos, and Welsh trio the Red Hot Pokers, who backed
Morrison on his 2000 Linda Gail Lewis tour, appear on three tracks.
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Highlights are "Bring It On Home To Me", one of five tracks featuring Jeff Beck on guitar, Sister
Rosetta Tharpe's "How Far From God", driven along by the boogie piano of guest Stuart McIlroy,
and a rousing "Ride On Josephine". Morrison may have done this for his own enjoyment, but it's
his best record in a dozen years.

Quite different from the above, this album also contains a
couple of original compositions and reworkings of old songs,
but the main content consists of jazz standards associated with
the likes of Tony Bennett, Frank Sinatra and Nat King Cole. The
band is Morrison's touring band: Dave Keary (gtr), Paul Moran
(keybds), Paul Moore (bs), Alistair White (trm), Chris White
(fl/ts). Bobby Ruggiero (from Sam Butera's last band), Jeff
Lardner and Mez Clough take turns on the drum stool. All are
totally comfortable in a jazz environment; Morrison’s own alto
sax isn't quite up to their standard, but makes pleasant listening
on a couple of tracks. Jay Berliner, who played on Morrison's
1968 album "Astral Weeks" plays acoustic Spanish guitar on
one track.
Morrison croons, improvises, scats and sometimes mumbles his way through a selection which
includes "A Foggy Day In London Town", "Let's Get Lost", "Making Whoopee", "I Get A Kick Out
Of You", "The Party's Over", "I left My Heart in San Francisco" and "They Can't Take That Away
From Me", allowing space for some solos by his musicians.
On his own song "Broken Record", the chorus consists of the title repeated over and over, like a
stuck needle on a vinyl disc. "Unchained Melody" is slow and moody backed by piano triplets and
horns, and Morrison overcomes the problems of reaching the difficult high notes by re-arranging
the melody so that he doesn't have to. The oddities here are an instrumental version of "The Skye
Boat Song" with a slight "Take 5" vibe, and a laid-back near-instrumental “Affirmation” (there is a
bit of scatting and keening towards the end), with Sir James Galway on flute.
More imaginative than similar projects by Rod Stewart and Bob Dylan, and relaxed, pleasant
listening, but not essential.

Though he had two crossover hits and national and international
acclaim, Slim Harpo never quite reached the status of Mississippi
bluesmen like B. B. King, John Lee Hooker and Muddy Waters, but in
southern Louisiana he was King Bee. This book on his life is very
welcome. But there are problems building a picture of a man born in
1924 at this distance. There are very few records documenting
someone from a small farming community and few contemporaries still
around, and the main source of information, the newspapers, have little
to say about a poor black person unless they are involved in a car
accident or are victims or perpetrators of crime. So the early days of
Slim's life are a bit sketchy; the most reliable family witnesses are his
nephew Ray and his widow Lovell, neither of whom were around in the
earliest days. There are no family photographs.
As Slim became more successful in the music business, evidence
becomes more available. Newspaper advertisements record venues
where he played, band members and other musicians on the circuit fill in details, even if memories
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are not always reliable and sometimes disagree. Stories from Slim's friend, John Fred, not only
contradict other people's, but also other stories of his own. Record producer Jay Miller is a good
source of detail about recording sessions and personnel, but there are few personal details as
there was a strained relationship between them, mainly over Miller's claiming 50% of the writing
credits. There is even confusion on the date of his premature death at 46, and four different
accounts of the cause of his death. Given all these issues, Martin Hawkins has done a marvellous
job in assembling a narrative from newspaper advertisements and reports, relatives and friends,
fellow musicians and interviews in blues magazines.
Slim was born Isiah Moore (though always known as James) in Lobdell and grew up in nearby
Mulatto Bend, a sugar-farming community next to the Mississippi levee, across the river from
Baton Rouge. A picture emerges of a tall (6' 6"), dignified man. He owned his own truck company,
which he retained throughout his career in music.
Information is pretty sketchy about the early ‘50s but he was living in Baton Rouge with wife Lovell
and playing as a sideman part time under the name "Harmonica Slim", doing gigs in baton Rouge,
Zachary, and across the ferry (there were no bridges then) in Port Allen and Mulatto Bend.
In 1957, musician songwriter J.D "Jay" Miller set up an operation in Crowley to record music from
a wide range of Louisiana genres. He was a talented and creative producer, and his use of studio
musicians from country, Cajun, zydeco and blues genres, including Katie Webster, Harry
Simoneaux, Lazy Lester and Warren Storm, helped create the "swamp" sound. A deal with
Excello Records in Nashville helped spread the popularity of his artists. He produced several
records by Lightnin' Slim and Slim Harpo played harmonica on some, and was brought in to
record "I'm a King Bee" and "Got Love If You Want" which become local hits. By then he had
changed his name to "Slim Harpo" at the suggestion of Lovell, and had his own band. The picture
of him that comes across is of a strict leader, who didn't tolerate lateness or inebriation.
In 1961 "Raining In My Heart" not only reached the national R&B chart, but crossed over into the
pop chart reaching #34. He was in big demand not only in the black clubs, but also on the
financially more rewarding white college circuit. He began to appear on multi-artist packages and
tours, usually accompanied by Lovell who acted as his business manager. She was also
uncredited co-writer of many songs. She never could get a clear account on the income from Jay
Miller, however, and Harpo had a long stand-off with Miller over writing credits, during which he
recorded four songs for Imperial at Cosimo Matassa’s Governor Nicholls Street studio. After
returning to Miller, he had some R&B hits, but had to wait for 1966 to reach the pop charts (#16)
again with "Baby Scratch My Back", an R&B #1. During this time his career had been boosted by
covers of his songs by a host of British groups, most successfully by the Rolling Stones. He split
from Jay Miller and recorded directly for Excello in Memphis and Nashville. His popularity endured
through the periods of soul music and psychedelia, he had a series of highly successful New York
appearances, and a tour of Europe and a recording session at Mike Vernon's Blue Horizon
beckoned.
In January 1970, Harpo died unexpectedly of a heart rupture.
Rumours of a drug overdose seem out of character for a man
known to have a sober lifestyle, and a story of being
poisoned by a woman scorned seems equally unlikely.
Perhaps there is more credibility in some accounts of his
heart rupture being the delayed result of an accident while
fitting a motor to one of his trucks.
Martin Hawkins has done well to create a picture not only of
Slim Harpo's life but of the south Louisiana blues culture
from sparse documentation by meticulous research. The
chapter on the subsequent lives of Harpo's contemporaries may seem like a bit of padding but is
highly informative, and there is a good discography built on the accumulated knowledge of a
whole host of researchers.
Alan Lloyd
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Hitmaker Freddy Cannon is a major force in the Rock’n’Roll world despite not having a hit record
under his own name since the sixties. He is still in demand as a live act, and his songs continue to
provide hits for other artists. He is the headliner at Willie Jeffery's 60th Hemsby Rock'n'Roll
Weekender just outside Great Yarmouth from Friday May 18 to Monday May 21 2018. John
Howard had this exclusive interview with him prior to his visit.
JH: You are often backed by Los Straitjackets, an American group inspired by Link Wray, Dick
Dale and other guitar groups, while many of your hit records featured brassy big bands. How was
that a fit with your sound?
FC: Los Straitjackets had a hit in Mexico with their
version of my first hit, Tallahassee Lassie, sung in
Spanish so when I discovered that, I made contact
with them, and we cut a record together. It was great
working with them both on record and live, and they
are exactly able to capture the sound of my earliest
records. I'm a rocker through and through and they
get that.
Tallahasee Lassie was written for my wife, Jeanette,
Freddy Cannon - Rhythm
and over the years has been recorded by the Rolling
Riot 22-11-08 © Paul Harris
Stones, Fleetwood Mac and many others, so it's a
song that goes on and on.
JH: Tell us about your early life.
FC: I was born Frederick Anthony Picariello on December 4 1940, in Lynn, a blue collar suburb of
Boston, Massachusetts. I was named after my father and my mother was Annette, a home-maker.
I have a sister, named Mary Lou. Dad was known professionally as Freddy Carmen and had his
own orchestra in which he played trumpet. He also had a day job, working in a local factory
producing marshmallow “Fluff”, a sweet concoction use in sandwiches. Mixed with peanut butter, it
produces a filling with the odd name of a fluffernutter sandwich. I am told you can get it in the UK,
but you have to search for it. If you want to. It's not to everyone's taste.
JH: What music were you listening to as a youngster?
FC: There was always music in the house, mainly big band music because that's what my Dad
liked and that's what he played. However, teenagers don't want to listen to what their parents like
so my own tastes were slightly different, and I enjoyed black rhythm'n'blues made by people like
Big Joe Turner, Chuck Berry, Little Richard and Bo Diddley. My favourite was Big Joe, and I still
perform Shake Rattle and Roll as part of my stage act to remember Joe. I also loved Hank
Williams.
JH: How did you start playing?
FC: I must have been 12 or 13 years old. My folks had a vacation cottage in Georgetown,
Massachusetts, and I made some friends there. It had a small hall and we would put on
impromptu shows, one kid would bang a drum, and I tried to play guitar. I suppose you could say
we were playing country music at that time, because I liked Hank Williams. My family was always
supportive and encouraged me.
JH: Tell us about your first recordings.
FC: My first group was called The Spindrifts, and we specialised in vocal group harmony, or doowop. I have to tell you an odd coincidence here. My first group was called The Spindrifts, and Los
Straitjackets record for a Nashville label called Spindrift! Spooky, eh? A Spindrift is a storm which
comes off the Atlantic Ocean so, living near the coast, I was quite familiar with them.
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Our debut record for a little local label called Hot Records was a
song I wrote entitled Cha Cha Doo, which sold around 5,000 copies
in the New England area and attracted the attention of the
nationally-distributed ABC Paramount who also put it out. It
combined two hot musical genres of the day, cha cha and doo-wop.
But nothing much happened from there. This was maybe 1956 or
so. By 1957 into 1958 I was fronting my own band Freddy Carmen
and the Hurricanes and this was a real Rock’n’Roll band, playing
Chuck Berry style material and I was itching to record again.
My first success on record was both uncredited and unpaid. Boston
DJ and promoter Jack McDermott signed me to a management
contract, and also had under his wing four black guys from the
Roxbury district of Boston, called the G-Clefs, who had a contract
with Pilgrim Records. You might remember them for their biggest hit, which was I Understand, a
doo-wop re-working of Auld Lang Syne.
I was hanging round the studio as the outfit attempted to cut the novelty Ka-Ding-Dong.
They had a drummer, a bass player and a guitar player but the guitarist would play fancy stuff,
and that wasn’t right for the number. The label boss spotted me and said: “That kid out there plays
guitar, so let’s see how good he is,” so my rather loud rhythm guitar powered the single to number
24 on the Billboard Hot 100 and was my first chart action.
The turning point came in 1956 when Chuck Berry came to Boston, and I was in the audience. I
decided then and there, that was what I wanted to do.
JH: So how did the first hit under your own name come about?
FC: My mother and I had written a song we called Rock'n'Roll Baby, which was passed to a wellknown disc jockey called Arnie “Woo-Woo” Ginsburg. He was immortalised on a series of
Rock’n’Roll collections that came out under the Cruisin' name in the seventies which some people
may remember. In turn, he gave it to the songwriter and producer Bob Crewe, a man I regard as a
musical genius. He made some changes to it, including the title, and re-recorded it, banging a
mallet on a bass drum get that heavy beat.
At that point, Dick Clark, who hosted a daily teenage TV show, and was part owner of a number of
record labels, wanted to sign me to one of them, Swan Records, and put it out. Bernie Bennick the
label boss came up with the name Freddy Cannon, and I was quite happy with that because it's an
easy name to remember. It was local disc jockeys who dubbed me “Boom Boom”. I can live with it.
JH: Didn't Dick Clark have a dodgy reputation?
FC: Well, he played records on labels in which he had an interest, but played lots of other material
as well. He was not only involved in Swan, he had interests in Cameo-Parkway, Chancellor and
others. If a record is no good, people are not going to buy it no matter how often someone like
Dick Clark plays it. I liked Dick Clark, we got along, his family and mine, and eventually we moved
to Philadelphia where Dick and his show, American Bandstand, was based.
In the end, I made 110 appearances on his various television shows, which I believe is a record. It
also gave me a national platform, so without Dick I don't think I would have had the success I had
all over the country.
Locally, Arnie Ginsberg played my record maybe ten times in a row, he really got behind it. My
day job at that time was delivering paint to stores, and you can't believe my excitement when I
heard my record on the radio. I gave up my job straight away, this was it, I was on my way.
I was proud that I had a hit with a real Rock’n’Roll record. As I've said before, I regard myself as a
rocker, and have no time for ballads, or for labels like “teen idol”. That's not me.
Fortunately for me, it climbed swiftly up the charts, and in the USA there were no cover versions to
compete with me, although in the UK, Tommy Steele also had a hit with my song. But, then again,
so did I.
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JH: How did you find the follow-up?
FC: When you have a hit record there's always pressure to find
another one. Bob Crewe came up with the follow-up
Okefenokee which had a similar feel to the first and,
coincidentally, was also based in Florida, and that also hit the
charts in the USA. Bernie Bennick told me if I had a third hit
record, then I had a career, I would stick around. He came up
with the idea of cutting the oldie Way Down Yonder in New
Orleans, giving it a Rock’n’Roll beat, but I was initially dead set
against it. After all, this was my Dad's music, not mine and I
was familiar with the version by Al Jolson. Finally, I agreed,
and it proved to be a huge hit, it exploded in England. By this
time, I was touring all over the USA as part of the package
shows that were popular back then, with dozens of stars. I also
got to visit the UK for the first time, and my first appearance there was on the Jack Good TV show
Boy Meets Girls in November 1959, where I had the pleasure of meeting and working with
guitarist Joe Brown.
While I was there for TV, negotiations started for my first tour of the UK in May 1960. The
promoter was Don Arden who regularly promoted Rock’n’Roll package shows in Britain. His other
claim to fame is that he was the father of Sharon Osbourne, the judge on TV talent shows in both
the UK and the USA, and wife of heavy metal star Ozzy Osbourne.
We did seven nights including London and Manchester, and also on the bill were Mike Preston,
The Avons, and the Four Jays. That went so well that almost immediately I was added to a tour
that included Johnny Preston and Conway Twitty and we went all over the country, Newcastle,
Edinburgh, Bristol, Cardiff and before I had a chance to return home I was on yet another tour, this
time with Gene Vincent. All this touring helped put my record The Urge high on the UK charts.
I remember Cliff Richard came to see me off at the airport when I finally flew home at the end of
June. I came back to the UK on a number of occasions, and I appeared on the same show as
Eddie Cochran and Gene Vincent shortly before we lost Eddie Cochran in that terrible car crash.
JH: How did Palisades Park come about?
FC: That song was written by Chuck Barris, who was a well-known, zany television compere, who
had invented The Gong Show. He was a friend of both Bob Crewe and Bernie Bennick, and they
told him they were looking for uptempo material for me. Thanks to the fairground organ in the
backing, it turned into one of my biggest hits in America, and I have to sing it whenever I play. So
far as I know, that was the only song that Chuck Barris wrote. That was in 1962, just prior to the
start of the British invasion of the US charts.
JH: You seemed to have survived that onslaught that spelled the end of lots of US singers'
careers...
FC: I was lucky. I had continued my association with Dick Clark, although I had left Swan Records
and signed with Warner Bros. in 1963. I had moved from the East Coast to California, and I was
recording at United Western studio on Sunset Boulevard. I had James Burton and Glen Campbell
backing me on guitars, James of course worked with Rick Nelson, and, later with Elvis Presley
and Jerry Lee Lewis, while Glen, who was unknown at the time, became a big solo star. Also not
known at the time were Leon Russell on piano, and David Gates, later of the group Bread, on
bass, so you can see I had an A team of musicians behind me.
Dick Clark had a new TV show Where the Action Is, and he asked me to record the theme tune,
which kept me in the public eye.
JH: So you've kept on doing it?
FC: I do about 20 shows a year. I've been married for 58 years, and we have two sons, and one
daughter, five grandsons, and two great grand-children. My sons Billy, a guitarist, and Johnny, a
drummer, play in a band they call Loose Cannons, while our daughter, Connie, is married to an
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accountant. We have five grandsons, a great grandson called Lucas, who is three, and a great
grand-daughter called Mackenzie. I was married when my career started, but the publicity people
at Swan told me to keep that under my hat since Rock’n’Roll singers weren't supposed to be
married. We keep fit by walking a lot, we eat lots of salads, and try and look after ourselves.
We lived in Tarzana, California for many years, but we recently moved to Oxnard on a bay
overlooking the ocean. It's very picturesque.
I have appeared at the Rhythm Riot in Camber Sands, and at the Hemsby Rock'n'Roll Weekender
in the UK, and I'm pleased that I still get a great response from not only the people who remember
me from the first time round but also from newer fans who have discovered me thanks to reissues. I'm looking forward to returning to Hemsby in May.
JH: So what was the biggest show you ever did?
FC: It was back in the eighties, at the Atlanta Dome in Georgia. We played to 40,000 people. More
recently, I played the Dodgers Stadium in Los Angeles, which was big, but not quite so many
people. I did a 50 date tour of the UK in 2004, which included a show at the London Palladium
which was a big thrill for me. During that tour Robert Plant, the singer from Led Zeppelin came
backstage to see me, and gave me a CD. I even met his father.
JH: I note you play Fender guitars...
FC: I don't like to transport guitars on planes, so I always specify that I want a Fender Stratocaster
at the gig.
JH: What does the immediate future hold for Freddy Cannon?
FC: Have you heard of The Shag? That's the music they play in the Carolinas, it's beach music.
I've teamed up with a group called Rocky and the Rollers and we are set to release one of my
songs Beach Soul Music. I still write songs.
JH: Freddy, the word “shag” means something entirely different in the UK. Let me explain...
FC: (Helpless, uncontrollable laughter.)
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Tales From The Woods brings The Gallerys to the Spice of Life
On Sunday 21st of January 2018, Tales From The Woods fans found themselves a treat, a night
of delight, once more organised by Keith Woods, who dared to mingle two very distinctive
audiences, the usual veteran Rock’n’Roll enthusiasts with young Brit Pop ones.
Such temerity has a story behind it; Keith witnessed
The Gallerys performing in Orpington last summer
and their innovative music matched his eternal
quest for good quality. Using Keith’s own words:
“The Gallerys are a young trio, who are heavily
influenced by the sounds of rock music’s golden
age, from The Who, Small Faces, Beatles through
to Oasis in the nineties; however they are not
slavish copyists, they are definitely not a tribute act,
they are very much their own band, writing their
own punchy well-constructed songs. I witnessed
them live at the Big O festival in Orpington back in
July and was duly impressed and since that time
they have supported Madness at the Detling festival
in Kent. Catch them while you can; they're going to
be huge.”
Therefore, the very minute they stepped out on stage, with his proverbial fleet footedness, Keith
was waiting for them already, soon to discover they are a group of college friends based in Kent,
James Wood, Craig Barden and Dan Maggs, with a common goal, to play the kind of music they
enjoy and love the most.
The Gallerys take their influences particularly from Indie and Alternative Rock music, not only as a
group but each has his own favourites; Craig loves The Beatles, James enjoys The Verve, and
Dan borrows from the Red Hot Chili Peppers. All three combined, they play loud and fun.
They have a very distinctive look, with a ‘70s feel to it. They’ve taken inspiration from The Jam
and The Small Faces in terms of fashion. From that encounter, Keith offered them a dedicated
show at the Spice of Life.
They started though with a cover, Substitute. That was a clever way to test the waters, not for
them but for the audience. A song from the mythic band The Who, a sample which they nailed,
flooding the audience with energy and quality. The audience quickly approved.
Soon after, they followed with their own
compositions drawn from life experiences like
going to school, having girlfriends, having a
laugh with friends and worrying events in the
news which all, especially the audience, could
relate to.
Of course they played their signature song
Paisley, written by James, a classic love song
with three piece harmonies. The title of the
song may well ring a bell as they have already,
in 2017, released a three track EP by the
same name. Needless to say, they played the
rest of the songs from it including Imperfect
Perfection, written by James and Craig, loudly
swiping the whole venue with a potent song
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about nowadays daily distractions putting the more important things aside. A song that applies not
only to everyone but also to themselves as their songs reflect their own impressions.
The Gallerys write their songs about real life experiences because they want their audience, and
now well established fans, to feel connected at a personal level with the music they play.
As impressive as it is that each member plays guitar, bass or drums they all sing as well, on a
song at certain point each of them lead their very own song they wrote. Therefore, Craig sang
Don’t Really Love Her, a very touching song about love and betrayal which he himself wrote,
hopefully not from experience.
Their rapid success may be due to their flawless rapport, adding a magical layer to their show.
They love playing and singing on the stage and the audience positively responded.
The Gallerys are tirelessly making rounds each week, at festivals and gigs in Kent, London,
Liverpool, Cambridge, to name a few, all around the UK or even supporting some veteran bands
like Madness of whom they are great fans themselves.
If you are compelled to go and see them perform live, please do. The Gallerys play an infusion of
Mod/Brit Pop/Surf Rock with a reminiscence of The Birds, The Jam and The Verve with a modern
feel to it.
They are easy to find by following their Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/TheGallerysUK
But that’s not the whole story; loyal to the Tales From The Woods motto Roots Music and Social
Networking, Keith has recently met a young, aspiring music promoter named Catia.
Catia organises charity music events once a month in London usually through The Lantern
Society in Farringdon, London. She is gathering some momentum and has met many artists with a
different variety of style and rhythm.
She can be contacted by email at: londonacousticshowcase@gmail.com. Quick of mind, Keith
didn’t miss the opportunity to borrow one of her
singers from her. Last playing in Hamburg came
Julian LeBen, a talented German song writer and
singer. Influenced by folk rock British bands like
Mumford and Sons and American singers like the
legendary Bob Dylan, he enchanted the audience
with a cover of Don't Think Twice It's Alright. He
possesses a uniquely soft, mellow voice. It was a
bit unfortunate though, that Julian was called at
the very last minute as at times his performance
felt impromptu, even forgetting some of the lyrics
at times. But his freshness and charisma greatly
made up for his flaws.
Julian opened for The Gallerys, offering also his
own songs, each more sad than the one before,
beautifully connecting each line to the next with a rhyme in a poetic manner. He creates his own
compositions as well, from personal events like his very last song, Matilda, inspired by a painting
in his room.
Julian has been touring all over Europe, despite his youth. He has had gigs in Holland, Germany
and England. He is currently living in London and is easily followed on Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/pg/julianlebenmusic
Overall, both Julian and The Gallerys were a dazzling sensation pleasing the audience in great
manner, each with their own distinctive style and accord. So follow them around both on social
media or even better in real life, if you have the chance.
Marti Canal
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For the last two months, December and January, a bunch of films hit the screens, not many but a
few. The cinemas seemed to have taken a hiatus and showed far too few titles than what seems
to be the norm. On the other hand, the quality of the films, with some exceptions, benefited greatly
from a not so populous offering. Once more let’s have a brief summary of them:

An inspiring young actor befriends a mysterious and freaky
fellow wannabe actor and decides to move to L.A. to make
their dreams come true.
Basically, it tells the story of how Greg and Tommy met
and made the cult movie The Room. The beauty of the
movie resides in the unbreakable bond between the two
characters. A story of friendship regardless of the circumstances and differences.
The original The Room is nothing short of a disaster, the movie
flopped spectacularly at launch, all but to its own merits.
It takes a certain state of mind, aka being drunk, to watch it in its
entirety. So bad it’s good? I will leave it as a maybe. Watch it and see
for yourself.

A boy with facial deformities has to go to a regular school for
the first time.
It shows not only the effects on the boy but everyone around
him; his father, his mum, his sisters, his
friends. A movie about treating everyone
with respect. Worth it.
In case, you missed it, you can try Mask, 1985 with Cher as leading
actress. Equally inspirational albeit a more tragic ending.
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Four unlikable friends have to join forces to escape a videogame world they have been magically transported to.
You may see it thinking it is an homage to Robin Williams, but
it is merely a poor attempt to capitalize on the original. Don’t
bother.
In reality, Jumanji has had more than a sequel, a good one, Zathura: A
Space Adventure. A spin off with magic board games that takes the
young heroes to an adventure of cosmic proportions. Enjoyable.

Molly Bloom, Olympic athlete that built a name and an empire as a
Queen of poker is targeted by the FBI.
An adaptation from the book by the same name. Sharp, clever,
thrilling at times, a brilliant script. A few words won’t do it justice,
so go and watch it.
Structure wise, The Social Network is a good
alternative. However, if poker is your point of
interest, The Cooler offers a viable
alternative.

In 1892, an army captain is commissioned to escort a
Cheyenne chief through dangerous territory against his
desires.
A crude, often brutal depiction of the Far West, its
people, their differences and fears. But more importantly,
an introspective on human nature and acceptance on what
we do and why. Need to say more?
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An action movie, on a commuter train with Vera Farmiga as supporting
character? If it sounds familiar, it is because, yes, it has been done
before; Source Code, 2011. A far more entertaining alternative. Now
let’s see how the new one compares.
A business man fired from his job is offered a lucrative
deal by a mysterious woman on a train on his way home.
A barely decent action-thriller on a train. It has nothing
new but conventions and expected plot twists. At least it’s
watchable due to some modern camera angles and shots
using a drone.

The son of a tailor, penniless but full of creative ideas and hungry
for success with a bunch of outcasts embarks on opening a circus.
From the writers of La La Land. This movie is about P. T Barnum,
father of show business and master of
marketing, from Opera singer to the
bearded woman. A hymn to Life.
No alternative this time, watch if you can. In addition, Zac Efron and
Zendaya, who entered the spotlight with Spider-man Homecoming,
share a love interest and steal the show.

The Washington Post’s constitutional battle against Nixon’s
administration to release a cover up on the Vietnam War.
Freedom of the press and freedom of speech oppressed by
the government backed up brilliantly by Meryl Streep and
Tom Hanks. Excellent.
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Babbling
Usually the movie review section comes followed by a sister article where, to editor in
chief Harry Maton’s dismay, I start rambling about meaningless aspects of cinema.
To add insult to injury, this time I trespass the boundaries of common sense and
decorum by mingling Star Wars and Churchill’s last movie incarnations. So without
further ado, let’s go where no critic has been before.
Since I was very little, I was always a great fan of Science Fiction movies
and during Christmas I was working on a future article by doing some
research on Sci-Fi, and hopefully my efforts will see the light in a future
article one day.
Last Christmas was a bit arid of big movie hitters. Not surprisingly, we had
the now Disney owned Star Wars with its yearly iteration. However, since George Lucas sold it for
a quintillion dollars or something, I have gradually lost interest despite it belonging to the Science
Fiction genre.
Still, such a big name demanded a review but I was quite reluctant to add it to the regular section.
The changes and new path taken by the franchise demolished not only A New Hope I had for it
but also the canon established by its sequels.
I could rant about how l feared John Howard (Mr Angry) could have thought the same thing. Plus,
I had already vehemently scolded a big Science-Fiction movie; Blade Runner 2049.
Still, for the sake of writing and in case any reader wondered what I thought about it, I will present
it, with the normal quick format from the regular Movie Picks section.

Ray seeks the legendary Luke Skywalker to
be trained as a Jedi while the resistance plan to battle the
First Order.
Honestly, where to start: new characters showing a level
of skill with little to no training that surpasses even
Master Joda’s abilities. Princess Leia using the force for
the first time, out of the blue, yet rivalling Superman’s powers. Snoke, the most powerful
Sith ever killed by a cheap trick. And so on and so on…
The Last Jedi feels more like a Super Hero movie, a bad one of sorts,
where all the characters are given super powers from thin air with no
apparent explanation or exposition. So either stick to the originals or
wait for the next Marvel movie, coming this February already.
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Alternatively, this January, a new Churchill biopic hit the screen. And I had to admit I am inclined
to go and watch biographies, I rather enjoy a more colourful depiction of history than listening to a
lecture or even watching a documentary on the characters and events. Regardless of the
embellishment and the added drama that a big screen demands, history is often an interpretation
of the actual events, so I was glad to go and watch it, and more importantly make a review or even
more, write a separate Special article about it.
The only problem, doing some research on Churchill to complement the article felt nothing short of
unappealing, plus I had recently reviewed Churchill and I was fearing repeating myself.
Nevertheless, the movie was good, and a review was unavoidable.

The UK’s recently appointed new Prime Minister has to decide
whether to sign a treaty and make peace or to go to war against
all odds versus an unstoppable Germany that has already
occupied most of Europe.
A magnificent performance by Gary Oldman with a gripping
narrative that shows the political battle behind the actual one.
Churchill, 2016 may seem a good alternative; however, if you had the opportunity to watch it then
take a look at this year’s Dunkirk with a new light and new perspective you will appreciate it even
more.
Putting both movies together, The Last Jedi and Darkest Hour, may have seemed a bit odd. Such
a rare instance, it is far more common than I first anticipated. Star Wars follows the struggles of a
resistance move fighting an overwhelming menacing empire, while Churchill chronicles the fight
against a real evil empire.
Is Churchill related to Star Wars then? Again in my documenting process on Science Fiction, I
discovered that the Second World War scenario was way too sweet to ignore or let it waste. We
had The Daleks fighting the Nazis in Dr Who numerous times.
But a far clearer example would be the 1983 miniseries V. A peaceful
and loving race of aliens arrive on Earth offering their technologically
advanced knowledge in exchange for water and other menial
resources, but hiding a far more sinister intention.
The theme of the series mimics the background of the
Second World War; Nazi occupied Europe with both a
resistance movement fighting against the invaders and other people opting to
collaborate with them. Even the logo of the “visitors” resembled the forever
infamous Swastika.
This way we can pick and choose, either an allegory of good versus evil, human race versus
malevolent alien or simply democracy versus imperialism set in a fictitious future, with laser guns
and light sabres to defend freedom against tyranny. Or maybe a more historical approach will
entice our taste. As long as we all remember and learn to prevents mistakes from the past.

Marti Canal
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Last Hurrah for Skiffle - January 28, Spice of Life
(pending a full review next issue)
Allan Bailey
© Paul Harris
Big John Carter
© Paul Harris

Cast Iron Darren
© Paul Harris
Chas McDevitt
© Paul Harris

Ralph Edwards
© Paul Harris

Peter Donegan
© Paul Harris
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Back again Gang,
Once again, hot off the press, just hours after negotiating, miraculously
timed to coincide with announcement in our Buzz column, Tales From
The Woods is asking you that, come Sunday 13th May 2018, you put on
your very best dancing shoes, finery too, should you feel so inclined, or
come as you are and simply just watch and enjoy the show. Jackson, of
Jackson Sloan and The Rhythmtones, is a friend of us here at TFTW and
we’ve been chatting for a while regarding a show, now it’s finally going to
happen. A diversion for us, yes; however we are forever eager to try out
different avenues for TFTW to wander down.
Closer to home though, in support will be the equally exciting, foot
stomping, arse shaking, roots rhythm and blues of Sister Cookie, featuring
no less a figure on tenor sax than TFTW Band’s very own Alex Bland.
Spinning the wax, to keep the dancers on their pumps, the spectators’ feet
tapping, the drinkers drinking, will be the man behind the “Mr Angry”
persona inside this very magazine you’re reading, John Howard, veteran
DJ out of retirement once again, carpet slippers discarded for another
evening of “rockin’ mayhem” at London’s legendary 100 Club in Oxford
Street.
Times and prices are yet to be set in stone, but once they are, we will let you and rest of the world
know, through our website, Facebook, members round-robin emails and all the usual outlets you
would expect us to circulate.
Well folks, time now to stop my fingers running amok across the keyboard, deadline looming,
coffee jar running low, time just to say, hope to see as many of you as possible at events planned
and those yet to be, both social and commercial. Speaking of the latter, it’s time now to hand over
to Dave “Jazz Junction” Carroll for another of his unsurpassable gig guides.
See you soon Gang.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
February 2018
9
Friday
Kokomo
Fourth or fifth year of the reunion of this 70s British soul band.
100 Club
£14 + fees
15
Thursday
Bob Cheevers
Seasoned singer-songwriter who has received plaudits from Ray Wylie Hubbard.
Green Note Basement Bar £10 + fees
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18
Sunday
Big Boy Bloater & The Limits
‘Modern brand of r&b’ plus usual laughs when BBB is around.
100 Club
£15 + fees (adv), £20 (door)
22
Thursday
Wilko Johnson
A ‘Tales From The Turntable’ event, so expect lots of questions and answers. That’s if Wilko doesn’t keep
backing away.
229 The Venue
£20 + fees
22 - 23 Thursday to Saturday Willy Mason
Non-prolific American singer-songwriter of songs of genres n on-specific.
MOTH Club
£18 + fees
27
Tuesday
Bette Smith
Raunchy blues from Brooklyn via Mississippi, or the other way round.
The Borderline
£15+ fees
28
Wednesday
Albert Lee & His Electric Band
World-renowned country guitarist and band. Sure to sell
out.
Half Moon, Putney
£25 + fees (adv), £30 (door)

http://www.ukrock.net/
March 2018
1
Thursday
As above
Half Moon, Putney

Albert Lee & His Electric Band
£25 + fees (adv), £30 (door)

2
Friday
JD McPherson
Retro rock ‘n’ roll and rockabilly by frequent visitor from US.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£17.90, £19.00
3
Saturday
Si Cranstoun
Rock ‘n’ roll with a dash of Jackie Wilson.
Hideaway
£15 + fees
6
Tuesday
James Hunter Six
The only Brit on Daptone Records up from the coast for his London fans, and north-west, of course.
Borderline
£20 + fees
10
Saturday
Corey Harris Band
Once a solo blues artist, but he has since become eclectified and added a band.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £20 + fees
15
Thursday
The Handsome Family
Alt. Country and Americana from a husband and wife duo once based in Chicago.
The Round Chapel
£20 + fees
16
Friday
Dale Watson
Alt country star with poor taste in beer.
100 Club
£17.50 + fees
21
Wednesday
Bob Log III
One-man band whose stage shows are always ‘in the best possible taste’.
Jazz Cafe
£10 + fees
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22
Thursday
Beth Nielsen Chapman
Texas singer-songwriter whose songs have been recorded by many others, including Willie Nelson and
Waylon Jennings.
Cadogan Hall
£22.50 - £34.50 + fees
29
Thursday
Rod Picott
Singer-songwriter mixing Americana, folk and alt
country.
Green Note at The Old Queen’s Head, Islington
£12 + fees
31
Saturday
The Mummies
If seeking anonymity is dressing to shock, you know
you are listening to garage rock.
229 The Venue
£25+ fees
April 2018
15
Sunday
Sonny Landreth
This is the gig postponed from 24 October last year.
229 The Venue
£25 + fees
29
Sunday
Phil Alvin and crew.
Under The Bridge

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN

The Blasters
£25 + fees
May 2018

10
Thursday
Mary Gauthier and Ben
Glover
Acclaimed singer-songwriter from New Orleans.
Supported and assisted by Ben Glover.
King’s Place (Hall one)
£18.50 + fees
June 2018
13
Wednesday
Gretchen Peters
Nashville-based singer-songwriter whose songs are
often covered by others.
Cadogan Hall
£23.50 - £27.50 + fees

Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.
Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

14
Thursday
Lamont Dozier
One third of top Motown composer partnership, and a cult soul-singer to boot.
Union Chapel
SOLD OUT
15
Friday
As above
Union Chapel

Lamont Dozier
£35 + fees
July 2018

9
Monday
Mavis Staples
Gospel legend with new album to promote.
Union Chapel
£35 + fees
9
Monday
As above
Union Chapel

Mavis Staples
£35 + fees
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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